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TRODUCTION.

S. ,

SIIMAIARY OF CONTENTS ,

4This unit contains:
6

r
ptoAn introduCtion addition and subtrac4ion of the counting

numbers interpreted in terms of sets of objects.

An introduction to the number line, a useful model of the
rea1 number system, which the children will use t roughout
the renainder of fast grade and in subsequent gr es.

Activitie with arrayi.

An'irttroduckOn to the number and,' optionally, to other
..,.sifnplefractions

Activities that illustrate place value and'the decimal sys-
tem of numeration froth 0 to 100 and, optionally, to' MOO:

BACKGROUND

.The major topics of this unit are discussed below. More de- '
toiled comments are at the start ofeach section:

Addition and Subtraction

Addition of the countingnumbers (i.e., 1, 2, ....) can
be introduced in a way that has,great intuitive,appeal:narne;
by interpreting a sunas the number of members in a set of
objects that was formed by joining two disjoint sets Qf objects.
(Di)oint-sets do not have any members in common.1 limi-
larly, subtraction can be introduced by interpreting a difference
as the number of members' remaining` in eset When 5om of its
members are removed; Teachers have traditionally tife 'these.\
ways Of introducing additiclx and subtraction, although they ,
have not always spoken of sets.

1.'2
e

\
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However, .we must recognize that a child will be introduced ,

to several extensiors of the number system during his elemen-
tary schooling. He will first meet the counting numbers (the
positive integers sich as 2 and 17); then hp willsucce`ssively
encounter the number zero (0), the negAive integers (such Js
-3 and -198), the fractions (such as and and
the irrational numbers (such as 7 and /7 Taken togeth
these types of numbers are called the real numbers.

It would be fortunate indeed f.the set interpretation could be
meaningful for all the real num ers that a student will en-

a-mornent'-s- refleo This is not
the case. For example, how cou one give a set ,interpreta-
tion of 1. + vs, or TT- *, or 'even of "2 5?

There. is, however, an interpretation of addition and subtrac-
tion other than the sat interpretation tha'"4s valid for all real
numbers." This interpretition relies on the number line repre-
sentation of the real numbers.

--
.3

Because of the great intuitive appeal cc the set interpretation,
and beCause many first grade children are already familiar with
it, we will begin the study of addition and subtraCtion by means
of sets. The operations of addition and subtraction will be
developed on the number line in Unit 13, Interpretations of

'Addition and Subtraction. The two interpretations of addition
and subtraction using sets and number-lines then will be

'developed in parallel, and the child will be encouraged to use
whichever is better for a given purpoSe.

_ .

The Number Line Co

f
The number line is a model or representation of the real num-
bers. You will recall that the word "line" implies an infinitely
long straight line. There are an infinite number of points on
any segment of the line. Each point on the number line corre-
sponds to one rea! number,, and each real number corresponds
to one point on the line. A certain subset of the points on the
number line represents the positive and negative integers and
zero. These are usually the points that are labeled on a num-
ber

I I

-I 0 I 2 3 4

3

z
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s.

The number line allows and to visualize the- ordering of num-
bers. .If the line is iri the ,customary, but not required, hors-'
zontal position, the convention is to hive the numbers be-
come greater as one moves to the right: Thus, -8 is to the
left of 73 because -8 < -3; and 9 is to the right of 5 because

(N-ofet--- -8 read--82-is-less--than---3-, and-9
is read 9 is greater.than S.)

On all the number lines printed in this unit, the spacing of the
integers is made uniform. The uniform spaQiing is needed
when lengths are measured and combined on the 'number line.
However, when numbers are.,simply bding ordered 06' the line,
or when certain points are being counted on the line, the uni-
form spacing is not necessary. Thus, in certain activities,
the children'need not be required to makeca'reful measurements
to produce uniformly spaced intervals.

Z['here is an analogy between how numbers are related and, how
points are located on the number line. This is the reason one
can add and subtract on the line by manipulating lengths. For
example, to add 2 and 3, a length of 2 units and a length of
3 units are placed end to end starting at the 0 on the line-and
the total length is determined. In exactly the,. same way, num-
bers such as and 3=4- can be added..

You may wonder why the number line concept is considered
important for young children to have. Four reasons may be
given:

0-
. The -use of the number line provides a simple procedure for

obtaining' correct answers for all addition and subtraction
problems that the first grade child will encounter. Even very
young or slow children pan find answers to problems that
might be beyond them if they had to master complicated rules.
For example,-a subtraction problem such as 27 - 9, which
would require "borrowing" or ".regrouping," can be solved by
a simple counting procedure-. *-

?

2. Although only a few children will be able to describe in
words the analogy ,between number relations and relations.
among points on C'enumber line, we hope that all children
will gain an intui,,ive feeling for it as they use the number
line. This feeling should help them to understand how addi-
tion and, subtraction are reLeted...

41
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- 3. There are many physical embodiments of number lines with
which children work in their daily lives and ,in their science les-
sons. Rulers, thermometers, and scales on measuring cups
are some examples. Clock faces and instrument dials can be
thought of as pieces of a number line bent into circles.

4. The number line will be useful in latergrades. It will be
used ".in the deVelopment of concepts of multiplication,"
division, fractions and negative numbers.

The correspondence between numbers and pointi on a line will
be extended to the correspondence between pairs of numbers
and points on a 2-dimensional plane. An example of the ex-
tension to the plane is a graph showing a relationship be-
tweenthe time of day and the temperature. Such graphs will
be made by the children in later grades and will be encountered-I

throughout their lives.

Fully exploited, the correspondence between number relation-
ships and relationships among points will lead to he,ideas in
analytic geometry and calculus, which are - powerful mathema-
heal tools for the scientist and mathematician. Most Chil-
dren will never study'calculus, but thb,se who dd may.find
their study easier becalthe of the concepts they have developed.

NOTES ON TEACHING THIS UNIT

This unit is divided into five sections, each-of which empha-
sizes a particular topic. The sections are divided into les-
sons. Most lessons are planned to take approximately one
class period. It is expected that generally two periods a day-
will be spent on MINNEMAST mcrpls. You may choose to

A teach Unit-11 by itself, or you ITOVI-loose to teach it simul-
taneously with Unit 10 or Unit 12. It is recommended that
one unit be we.11 started before another\unit,,is begun.

f.

Many addition and subtraction combinations are included in
the unit. The lessons attempt to provide all children with
methods of finding these combinations without memorizing
them. There is value in memorizing combinations after the
child has a good concept of both-the set and numbeOihe in-
terpretations of addition and subtraction, but we urge you
not to require memoriza4on at this time. Of course, many
children will learn certain combinations as they Work with
them in the unit.

1
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NOTES ON MATERIALS

Counters are often called for in the lessons. Any small,
easily available objects may be used for counters. Exarriples
are pebbles, .paper clips, pennies, checkers, pegs, paper
disks, small plastic figures and marbles. would be fun
for the children if they could. sometimes use attractive ob-

aich as flowers, leaves, or shells as counters. It is,
desirable that the same type of counter should riot always
used. Sometimes a combination of different kind's of counters
should be used within a single. set, e.g. , checkers and paper
disks.

Minnebars are again used in this unit. The games and actiV--
ities with the bars expose the children'to various mathernat-
ical.kocedures and concepts. Although the children may not
often verbalize their thought processes as they manipulate
the bars, they are using processes of mathematical logic in
addition,-subtraction,-cloubling, and numeration. The-se con-
cepts are not taught directly but are almost,self-taught
through discovery as the children,use the bars.

In several lessons the colors,as well as the number of units
of Minnebars are given. The colors are useful in explan,a-
tions, but. your Minnebars may not, be similarly colored. If
this is the case, use.bars with the proper number of units re-
gardless of color.

Nature Worksheets. Certain worksheets in this unit use ex-
amples from nature,. By looking at the illustrations while ,
doing .the arithmetic and in their free,times, the children can
Obtain much information. The drawings Should help the chil-
dren discriminate among the forms,of various plants and'ani-
mals. Examples of concepts indicated by worksheets are:
different animals have different foodand habitats, different
animals move and rest in different ways, end one plant will
produce many seeds or fruits. These concepts need not be-
formally taught; however, if children are interested in a par-
ticular idea, discuss it and possibly have them find more
about the subject in reference bookS:

1(3
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SECTION INTRODUCTION TO ADDITION

This-section presents the idea that sums of countincj numbers
can be interpreted as the numbers of elements obtained by
combining disjoint sets, and gives practice itcomputing thesums of small numbers.

COMivIENT

In this section, sets of obja,:ts are used CO introduc,e addition,concepts. For example, to establish the fact that 2 ± 3 = 5,sets containing 2 objects and 3 objects are constructed.
Those two disjoint (separat.e) setsare joined and the .total
number of objects- is found to be 5 by counting. Minnebars
are also used to help the children see addition relations.

The objective of this section i$ to have the children under-stand the method of finding a Sum by counting the members of
theutlion'of two sets and is not to have them memorize the
addition combinasions. Although the children are not urged atthis time to memorize the addition combinations, the practicewith sets of objects should'make certain.combinations farn..1-iar to them.

BACKGROUND

For any numbers a and b, "a + b" indicates a certain numberthat we call "the sum of'a and b." We read "a +, b" as "a plus--b." Here and in several other plades in thd unit, a and b areused to represent arbitrary numbers. Hencefor'a + b one could
substitute 3 + 5 or 127 + 29 or any other combination of num-.bers.

It is important for the children to learn that "a + b" can be con-sidered to be the name for a number, 'as well as an instruction:
"add b`to`a." One reason for this is that later they will seethat different names for the same number may be freely substi-
tuted for one another in any mathematical expressiOn without
changing the expression. For example, "3 + 5" means "the

'sum of 3 and 5." They will lealn.that this number is also re-ferred to as "8." Carly 'recognition by the children that "3 + 5"

'7



designates a certain number will make it easier for them to
work with expressions such as "(3,+ 5) +.2", or "4 + (3 + 5).11,
They-will also be prepared' to Understand s_tatements such as
"5 + 2 is 7" and, later, "5 + 2 =.11, and still later, "51 2
3+ 4."

,18 7
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Lesson1: INTRODUCING THE "A + B" NOTATION .

In.tnis lesson the number of members° tri each of kci70
recorded. The two sets-are joined and the number of members
in the combined set Is recorded in two forms example,
as 3 + 4 -alid7., The combined set is the union of two disjoint \
sets, but_this term-inology-will not be used' with childrenat
this time. (The sets are 'd-rsjaint because no object belongs
to both sets.)

'MATERIALS

- flannel board e

for use on flannel board:, two sets of objects, the numerals
1, through 10, and a + sign

Worksheets I, 2, 3, and 4

PROCED,URE

A. On one side of the flannel board place a set of 3-apples.
Ask someone to put the proper numeral under the set.* Place
a set of 4 ducks on the other side. Ask someone to put the
proper numeral under this set. (Of coUrse,,other,objects may
be used.) If should look something like this:

Ask someone to join the sets. Explain that joining two sets ,

meant that the two sets are put together to rrrakeone new set.
Each of the apples and ducks belongs to the new set. Place
a 4.. sign between the 3 and 4. ,Read 3.4- 4 as "three plus
four, " and tell the children. that 3 + 4 is a name (or symbol)
for the number of members.in the new set of apples and ducks.

19
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_Now suggest thaCa child count the number of members in the

new ,set. Then you can say, "By counting the members in the°
new sat, we found' that it contains 7 member's. Nov we have
two names for the number of members-in the new set, 3 + 4 is
one name and 7.is another:"

Repeat the above activity-with severaLother combinaliohs of
sets on the flannel board: -

B. The joining-of sets may be varied by using children instead
of flannel board objects. Have-two sets of children come to
either side of the front of-the room. Have-a child write the
number of children in each set onsthe board, say 2 and.4.. Ask
the sets to come together. Have. a child wI-.ite two names for
the number in the joined set (2 + 4 and 6) on the boatd.
peat this with different groups of. children until all have had
a chance'to be in a set. Some children may need extra prac-
'lice in writing the sign.

C--.---Worksheets I, 2, 3, and 4 should now be used. In the
worksheet--the_two names for a combined set are founthby
counting. This is not the-time for children to memorize corn-
binations.

WOrksheet I
Unit H Name

Write a name for the
number in each set.

3

Net
4` 4C) .

Write two names for
the number in the new
set.

e t
3+3 6

2+3 5-

4+4 8

Worksheet 2
Unit I I Name

Write two names fOr
the number in the new
set.

!.' 20
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Worksheet 3.
Unit I I Name

* ,Join the two'sets. .
Write two names for the number of members in
the new set.

°><100
x I00

3+ 4

AI

5 +- 2 7

co! A
88! A

60+ 2 . 8

O

2+ I

.5+ I s 6

4 + I 5

'11

Worksheet 4
Unit I I Name

Draw both sets in the box.
How many members are in the new set?

a 000
I ,3

0
10

Cb°
0 0

2 . 5

AA
AL

El

4 2

3 .5

I + 3 or 4

I

2 + 5 or.7

4 + 2 or 6

3:. 5 or 8



I.,.?sson 2: MATCHING WITH, iVIINNEBARS

rh..: matching of two bars, one of length "'a" and one of length_
"b," with the single bar of lengths "a + b" has two different but
related interpretations. We can say that.the set of a units and
the set of b units have been joined td form the set containing
a + Jo units. (The units are the squareS. marked On the Minne-
bars.) Or, as a forerunnef of the number line, One can say
that the length of a units joined to the length61*-b units
gives the length of a + b units Thactivities suggested
here are intended to give the childr'en a feeling for both these
interpretations, The children probably .N.11 not express-these
ideas in words at first, nor should they be urged to do so until
they seem ready.

,`this 1Zssontilso reinforces,tbe idea of a number.having two
names.

MATI4UALS

a set of Minnebars for each child

PROCEDURE-

The various activities suggested may be done by an entire
class together pr by small groups. Feel free to choose cer-
tain ones and to' vary' them as you wish. You will probably
demonstrate e.ach,activity once or twice. The demonstrations
may use an overhead.projector, or Minnebars taped on the
board. Give.the children plenty of time for manipulation and
experimentation.

A. Place two bars of different lengths side by side.

i

22
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Ask. the children to find the third bar that, when combined with
the i-ferter bar, will matchihe.length of the longer bar. ,

. r
I

I , 'I C

B. Place two bars,, each no longer than 5'units,' end to end.
ASkif the child can "match" this pair with just one b4...

1

.e-

C. Ask the children to match One long bar with several shorter
bars. Any combination of shorter bare that matchfthe longer
bar .may be used. For example:

\ I I 1

23
5.
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This could be used as a game for two,or.rnore children. They
see who canmatch a long bar in the most ways.

D. Ask the children tomatch a 10-unit bar, for example,
using just one color: Can they make the match.with 2 bars
of the same color? With 3 bars of.the same'colOr?

Trya 9-unit bar and an 8-unit bat.

Most first graders have an idea of ''one but to many the
concept may not be clear. Many will not be familiar with the
symbol 4. This is the first of several places -in this. unit

7...wjlere. "one half" can be considered. .
When the 10=bar has been. matched by two 5-bars, point Out.
that'tlie length of-either shorter 12ar is 2 the l'e'ngth of the
longer bar. Write on the board and explain that the length
of either.short bar Is I gqual parts Of the entire length.

If you feel the children are ready, they may consider other
fractions:. For example, the length of a 3-unit bar is of .
the leilgth of a' 9-unit bay.

- . . )
(Note: When you write r , or 'any Other fractin, place the

..; 'numerator directly over the denominator, rather than sep-
arating tlite `numbers with a diagoriapine, cue. , 1/2.
Encourage the children to do this,' too.)

.

If% The. experiencein the 'above activities can also be ob-
tained in a less formal way by playing the first few Sections
oft froin Game -founthin Section- 6-,.,

0

A.

"211
a I

.7

ri

-a'
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Lesson 3: INTRODUCING THE TERM "SUM"

This lesson introduces the term
giving two_names fOr a sum.

MATERIALS

"sum" and gives pradtiee in

several sets of object pictures for flannel board or chalk-
board

Minnebars

Worksheets 5 and ~6

PROCEDURE

D.
0

A. Lead the children in a discussion something like the
d.,

following:

MR. SMITH IS THE NAME OF A MAN. '(Use.-the name of
your principal. ) HE HAS ANOTHER NAME. WHAT IS IT?
(Principal of School.) Write both on the
bOard:

Mr. Smith Principal'

SINCE THESE ARE BOTH NAMES FOR THE SAME MAN, WE
CAN-SAY,

SMITI4'IS PRINCIPAL.

If necess ry, repeat this with another person, such as the
Pretsident if the United States, or Mrs.' Jones (Ann's
mother).

B. Place a'set of 3 objects on one side,o,f, the flannel board
or chalkboard, and a set of 4 objects on theother side. Have
a child join the sets. Have, another child writeon the board
two names for the number of .members 'in the joined sets:

3 + 4

14 .

, , ..- ..

.2 5

A
64



SINCE THESE ARE TWO NAMES FOR THE SAME NUMBER,
VVE CAN whiz, JUST AS,WE DID WITH THE NANItFS OF THE
PRINCIPAL,

3 +'4 is 7.

Both 3+ 4 arksit.7.are called the sum of 3 and 4.

C. Repeat B with sets of Minnebars. Possibly the
could write the names for each sum on paper and check them,
wi, the result written on the board by a volunteer.

D. FIave the, children do Worksheets 5 and 6. It is expected
that the chile 3n will-still be counting to find the number of
members in the combihed set. If you, prefer, you May have
the children copy the pictures rather than .Cut and paste them.

Worksheet 5
Unit I I Name

Look at each picture at'the bottom.
rind a number name for each picture.
Paste' the picture in that box.
Write another number name on the line.

4 + 4 is 8

5 + 4 is 9

$4
4..
w I

I

t3+ 2 is 5

'4 + I is

1:2,

\-)

213

Worksheet
Unit 11 Name,.

Look at' each picture at the bottom.
rind a number name for e-dch picture.
Paste the picture in that box.
Write another number name on the line.

..,,
2 + 4 is - 6 3,i. 6 is

,

9

. .

3 + 2 is
- '1)

4 + 3 is

.
.

7

t

7
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Lesson 4: INTRODUCING THE = SIGN IN RECORDING OF
MINNEBAR MATCHING

signais used fOr the first time in this lesson. The ma'-
nipulattons with Minnebars its Lesson 2 are repeated but th a
more format iiianner. The childr,en are asked to record the
ninnebasromatches by writing number sentences.- Worksheet-7
shows the exact size of the 'Minneber to be matched. On
Workshe 8 and 9 the drawing Is reduced in scale requiring
the children to find the correct Minnebars by focusing bri the
number of units rathei- than the exact length.

MATERIALS
' 4

for each child:

.Minnebars

,Worksheets..7, 8,' and 9

PROCEDURE

e Have each child put a five-bar from'his box on itais. dAk, and
- then put a four-bar in front of the five-43,ar. Ask them each, to

find a bar to complete the match. Have a child write the num-
ber sentence thati'describes this match on the board. It might
be written as:

. 4+ 1 is 5 or 5 is 4+ 1.

Tell the Children that there is another symbol. that is often
used in place of the "is" in the number sentence.. It'is the
= sign. If the equal sign is used, the number sentance tell-
ing about the matching bars is

4 + I = 5 (read "four plus one equals five") or 5 = 4 + L

Challenge the childr6n to use two bars to niake as many new
matches of the five-unit bar as possible. (1 + 4 = 5, 2 + 3 = 5,
3-+ 2 = 5) You may need to help. some children by suggest-
ing one of the two bars. Have children write number sentences
to describe the matches cin the chalkboard,

27
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The children should no be)
ready for Worksheets 7, 8, and
9, which ask them to use two
bars to find rntches for a bar
of a given number of units. On .

each Worksheet there are eNaccly
Jnciugh blank.to record every
possible match using two bars.
(Thus, the combination 0 + 6.-=
6 will hot be recorded in. this . -.

,
lesson.), Explain that oh Work-,
sheets 8 and-9 the picture..of ke
Minnebars to be matched is not
the same size as the real bar but
has the same. number Of units.

Worksheet 8
Unit U Name

. Hol,+, can you match a 9-unit bar with two other
Minnebars?

1111111111
8 +
7 +

1

2

9
9

6 + 3 = 9
s + 4 = 9

a.
-4 + 5 =

3 + 6 = 9
2 + 7 = 9
1 + 8 9

28

Worksheet 7
Unit H Name

Put your 6-unit Minnebar on this paper.
Make as many different matches-as you can
with two bars.
Write down all the number sentences.

LI I

+ 5

Worksheet 9
Unit 11 Name-

How can you match a 7-unit bar with two'oth
Minnebar0

Hrillri
6 4-

1 5 .4.- 2

4 + 3

3 4. '4 =

2. 5

4-. 6

7

7

7'

7

7

7

17
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Lesson 5: PARTITIONING COUNTERS

This .lesson is planned co strengthen understanding of sets
' and subsets. It provides mere practice ix' finding and record-
ing the sums of small counting numbers.

MATERIALS

for each child:

9 counters

ruler

Worksheets 10, I 1, and 12

,PROCEDURE

"Have each child put 5 counters in a row on his desk. The
other counters should be out of his way. Tell the children

-"they will use the.r rulers to separate the set of-c-ounters into-
subsets 'them each to find one of 'the ways to separate
the counter's. Have one child draw on the blacklboard a pic-

ture of the way he divided his counters. it might look like
this:

00
2

0 0
k

3
Ask how many counters are on each side of the rule' and have
the 2 numerals recorded under the drawing.

Ask a child to complete the number sentence that describes

1

this combination.

2 +3= 5

29



Now ask other children to record other pgssible combinations
on the chalkboard in the same' way. You may have tO point
out the zero combinations by asking what combinations would
result from placing rulers, itfthese positions:

000 00
00000

Have the children record all these matches in a column arrange-.
ment.

2 + 3,= 5
4+ I = 5'
3 + 2 = 5
0 + 5 = 5

t, 1 -P. 4 = 5
5 + 0 =.

When they are satisfied that they have recorded every one of
the sentences , tell'them that they have made a "table" which
tells all the possible combinations of two subsets totalling
five.

When they understand this, 'have thtm proceed with Worksheets
10, LI, and 12.

0

3 0

19



Worksheet 10
Unit 11 Name

Make a table for 6 counters.
,

6 .0
5 4- 1

4 -F 2

3 4- 3

2
. .

1 5

0 +-

=6
6
6

6
6

Make a table for 4 counters.

4 f 0 =4
3 + 1 =4
2 - 2 =.4
1 -i- 3 =4
0 4- 4 =4

20

r.

"Worksheet 1
Unit 11 Name

Make a table for 2 count-:q.

0 + 2 =

1 + 1

2 4- 0 =

Make a table for 8 counters.

2,
2
2 .

0 4- 8 = 8
1 + 7 8
2 +. 6 8
3 4- 5 = 8
4 -I- .4. = 8

6 4- 2 = 8
7 I = 8

0 = 8

Worksheet 12
Unit 11 Name

Make a table for I' counter.

0 + .1

1 4- 0

Make a table for 9 counters.

0 + 9

1 + 8

2 + 7

3 + 6

4 + 5r
5 + 4

6 + 3

7 ,+ 2

8 4- 1

9 4- 0

I

=9
=9

=9
=9
= 9
=9
=9
=,9

=9

31:
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Lesson 6: PRACTICE PROBLEMS .

This lesson provides more prac-
tice in finding and writing sums.

MATERIALS

Worksheets 13, 14: and I5.

PROCEDURE

The material of the lesson is
completely presented by Work-
sheets 13, 14, and 15. You
will probably need to read-the
wor'ksheets to the children. Be
certain that ear:h child answers
she, question. "How many".w ith,
an equation (such as 3 + 2 = 5,
or 5 = 3 + 2) and not with a
single number (such. as 5).

o

/
e ." ).

rn,d owl h P 4 raa
-ro owl h. 1 rh.- 011). -

rh-N res-1.1.rv,"al oh,

F4., + 3 = 7

ATP

,;oA anlra.s . f3 h oh'

7 + 8 = 15

c

I see ? dandelion flowers.
I see 2 clover flowers.
How many flowers do I see?

7 4- 2 = 9

Z. ! .ee 4 ( o- the front foot of 're e:wider.
I soe C TOPS on the Cork :oot.
How rhn 'cos do I see'

4 +, 5 = 9

32 21
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Lesson 7: COMMUTATIVITY OF ADDITION

The addition operation is commutative. This means that two
numbers may be added in either order and the sum is the same
in both. For example, 5 + 3 = 3 + 5. The idea of commute-
tivity, but not the word; is introduced here. Since this con-
cept will be repeatedly treated in this unit and later units,
complete mastery is not required in thislesson.

MATERIALS

for each child:
rz:

6 counters, or small objects

9" x 12" piece of construction paper

Worksheets 16 and 17

PROCEDURE

P4

22-*

Give each child a piece of construction paper. Have him fold
it down the middle, unfold it, and make a line on the fold:

0 0
0 0

Ask each child to place 4 counters on the left side and"2 on
the right side: Have someone write the names of the com-
bined set on the board:

4 + 2 is '6

Ask each child to turn his paper so the set of 2 is on the left
side and the set of 4 on the right. Have another child write
the new number sentence:

2+ 4 is 6

. 33



Help them to see that the number of counters in both cases is
the same and, therefore,

4+ 2 is 2 + 4

The children could also leave the paper and counters on the'ir
desks and walk around to view 'them from the oppoSite side.

Repeat until the class is rowdy for Works,hee,ts 16 and 17..

Workshe6t 16
Unit H Name

Write a name for the number in each picture.
Then write a new name for the number in both
ets of pictures.

Nfi
3 2

5 -4- 1

6 + 3

2 + 3

1 -4- 5

4 0 PO

3 + 6

.+

5

6,

9

1

3

.4

Worksheet .7
Unit fl Name

Write a name for the number in each picture.
Then write a new name for the number in both
sets''Of p ctures.

-3 4. 6

1

3 9

0 0 4 4

41.

2 + 5-

9 -f-- 3

5'

3 -1- 9 12

23
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Lesson 8: JOINING' THREE SETS AND ASSOCIATIVITY

This 'lesson introduces the associative principle that states-
(a + b) + c = a + (b + c),.where a, b, and c represent any num-.-

hers.. The expression (a + b) + c means that the sum a + b is
firit found and then c Fs added to this sum, whereas in
a + (b + c) the sum biz c is.fodnd first,and then the-sum.is
added to a. For example, (3 + 4) + 2 = 7 +',2 = *9 and
3+ (4+ 2) = 3+ 6= 9. -

It is this principle that gives meaning to the expression ,a b + c,
for it says that we may add,any three numbers by grouping and
adding them as we wish Although it is desirable to present
this lesson to the chilaien, some may not master the concept
at this time.\

MATERIALS

to stand on chalkboard 'ledge:

se-t of 6'objects cut from construction paper

set of 7 objects cut from construction paper

PROCEDURE

Separate the set of 6 objects into subsats of 3, 2, and I.
Stand the subset of 3 on the chalkboard ledge. The subsets
of 2 and I should be placed on the.window sill and your desk
(or any convenient location so they are easily seen).

Have one child bring the set of 2 from the window sill and
place it to the left of the set of 3 on the chalkboard ledge.
Have the namQof the number of objects in the joined set
written as 2 + 3 over the objects. Tell the children that before
the thNiset is joined with the others, parentheses will be
placed around 2 + 3 to show tha\the sets containing 2 and 3
were put together first.

(2 + 3)

00

24 35
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Ask another child to bring the set of 1 and place it to the right
of the other sefs. Have a child write the number ,..)f this set
above it. (I) Have him place a + sign between the sum
(2 + 3), which is a single'number, and the I .

(2 + 3) + I

000
\.

(2 + 31+ I is one name for the numbeF of objects in the joined
set. Ask for another name." (6) Have the sentence
(2 + 3) + I = 6 written somewhere else on the bOard.

Erase the board except for (2 + 3) + 1 = 6. Place the subsetS
as,they were at the beginning of the lesson'. Repeat the above
procedure changing the order of joining the sets. First have
the set containing I jained to the set containing 3, and then
have the.set of 2, placed to the left of these two. This will
yield:

- 2 + (3 + 1)

MI 000

2 (3 + Is) is one name for the number of ,objects, in the joined
set. Ask for another name. (6) Have the sentence
2 + (3+ I) = '6 written under the previously recorded

From these two-numbe'r sentences we see that here it didn't
matter which sum was found-first. Because this is always the.
case,:we often do p' t write'any parentheses.. 3

Repeat the entire lesson with a set of 7 objects divided into
subsets of I , 4, and 2.

3

"
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Lesson 9: COMMUTATIVITY AND ASSOCIATIVITY WITH MINNEBARS
.

.This lesson provides informal experiences with the bommuta-
tiveand associative principle's of addition. These principles
tpe used, but not specifically mentioned, in activities with

- I\linnebar3. if children wish to use parentheses to show which
sums were fouhd first, they may. However, the last lesson
showed that this is not necessaLy.

MATERIALS

set of Minnpbars for each child

paper

FROCCDtJRE

A. -Have each child place a dark gre'en 6-bar on his desk.
'Ask the children -to match the 6-bar in as many ways as pos-''
Bible, using any number of pars. Have, them record. the.
matches on a record sheet., For example, one match might
be:

.I .

.

,
,

This' is recorded as 6 = 2 I + 2 +' I .

7

4.

Ask questions similar tO these.

DOES IT MAKE ANY DIFFERENCE WHICH OF THE SHORTER .

BARS IS PUT DOWN FIRST? (no)

CAN THE ORDER OF TWO OF THE SHORTER BARS BE CHANGED
AND STILL HAVE THE' CORRECT MATCH? (yes)

26
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B. Repeat with other bars such as 4, 3, and S.

Game: Parts 11 and 12 offthe "Rain Game" from Section 6
would be- aPprppriate 'herL k,

.4"
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SECTION 2 INTRODUCTION TO SUBTRCTJON

This section contains an introduction to /subtraction in terms,..
of sets and presents activities showing the relation between'

addetion and subtraction of counting.numbers.

BACKGROUND

Subtraction can be interpreted in,tei-ms of thq number of mem-
bers in various sets; it. is appropriate for the children to
work with collections of actual objects in this introduction.
When one counting number is subtracted from another, _the re-
sulting number iS the difference between the two. Wheri a set
with a,certairisnumber of members is remo'ved from a set with-
at least as many members, the numbel-.of members'in the re- .
maining set,is equal to the difference between the number'of-
members in the first two sets. ,

Anbther int'erpretaion of the difference, a b, of any two
numbers is that thedifference is the number to be added to b
,to obtain a. For example, 7 3 is the number:" that must be
added to 3 to obtain 7. This is the concept of the "missing
addend",problems, for example 3 + = 7.

,
The expression a - b, which is read "a minus b, ",,shows that
11) is subtraGted from a blit,alsoAs the name of a-unique 1u ..-
single number. It is important for the children to realize this.
For example, 5 - 3',is a name for a unique number, 2, and also

b
says that 3 is subtracted from 5. ,

The inverse relation between addition,and subtraction is con-
sidered in this Action. Suppose we start with 5, add 2 to
it, and then-subtrar7t. 2.-from the sum. The result is the orig-
inal number 5. This may be written as (5 + 2) - 2 = S,, In
kangiterge suitable for a child, this maybe. stated as "Subtrac-
tion undoes addition, and addition unddes subtractioh."

G0P
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Lesson l'O: FINDING THE MISSING ADDEND

v

tf

This lesson'presents the problem of finding a'rnissing addend.
This problem is related to subtraction, and used.toIntyodtce
sub,traction. The child should Simply" find the missing adderK1
by counting procedu'res;

MATERIALS

I O counters of any kind for each cliild

Worksheets 18, 19, 20,

COIsKIENT

The' term "addend" can be introduced here by disbussing an
example with the chtldren. In, the number senenc, 2+ I =-3,
2 is one addend,,,, I is the other addend. Recall tiiatboth 3 and
2 + I are called tkis.um of,2'and 1.

. . h-

i.

PROCEDURE -

Use thce following sfory to show the class ,how to use counters
to find a missing adae,ad,

,(1)i Mary had4 kittens', ,

She fed 2 kittens.'
How many more does she _have to. feed?

On the board write 2 +0 is .
.

4 0

Say, "Place the two kittens that she fed on yOur desk using,
counters. Now,, if these are the two she has fecrand s he,,has
four kittens, hovPmany more mush she feed? Uselyour.coun%-
ers and find the "others. " . .

Use the same mcedure with pkobLemsabCh as Did following
to give the children additional practice.

.(2) I have 3 books.
I need 5, books in all.
How many mbro books must I get?

6 ,

.

3 +.Elis-5-;--

2q

Jf 40
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Lesson 11: STORY PROBLEMS IN SUBTRACTION

4' This lesson provides activities in which a child can see the
need for subtraction. He 0111 remove a subset fpm a set and
count the members of the remaining set. No technical words
or symbols are introduced until the, next lesson.

MATERIALS

10 counters for each child
v

PROCEDURE

Each child should have 10 counters. 'Tell the children the fol-
lowing " s tory. "

Paul had 8 pennies.
He spent 5 pennies for candy.
How many wenniesdid- he have left?

Ask the children to suggest how to show what happened by
,` using counters. If necessary, guide them'through the-fol-

lowing steps.

PLACE 8 COUNTERS FOR THE 8 PENNIES ON YOUR DESK.
TAKE AWAY 5 COUNTERS FOR'THE 5 PENNIES HE SPENT.
HOW MANY PENNIES ARE LEFT? (3)

Repeat with problems similar to the. following one\s. Ask the
Children to make up story problems of their own. Be sure to
use one or two problems .where the resulting differer1ce is 0.

Doug had'9 airplanes.
He gave 3 airplanes to his friends.
How many airplanes did Doug have left? _

Mother baked 3 cakes.
Ann' s club ate -3 cakes.
How many cakes were left for Mother.?

Bob caught 10 fish.
He dropped 4 of them into the lake.
How many. fish did he have left to take home?

43
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Pow -a nheeld, 3 + 10 = 13

Worksheet 20
Unit 11 Name
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Pow many-rdhould
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eat 1? cloyero.

He eat 6 of them.

How nany will
he rat, later"

Find the missing addend.

Worksheet 21 ,fo

Unit 11 Name

Find the missing addend.

A + = 7

t, 6 = 8
1

-= 10

+ 9 = 10-

ti
+4 =tip
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Lesson STORY PROBLEMS IN SUBTRACTION

This lesson provides activities in which a child can. see the
need for subtraction. He 0111 remove a subset fvni a set and
count the members of the remaining set. No technical words
or symbOls are introduced until the, next lesson.

. MATERIALS

10 counters for each child

PROCEDURE

Each child should have 10 counters. /Tell the children the fol-
lowing "story."

Paul had 8 pennies.
He spent 5 pennies for candy.--
How many pennies did he have left?.

Ask the children to suggest how to show what happened by
using counters. If necessary, guide thern'through the..fol-
lowing steps.'

PLACE 8 COUNTERS. FOR THE 8 PENNIES ON YOUR DESK.
TAKE. AWAY 5 COUNTERS FOR'THE 5 PENNIES HE SPENT.
,HOW MANY PENNIES ARE LEFT? (3)

Repeat with problems similar to the,.following on s. Ask the
Children to make up ,story problems of their own. 13e' sure to
use on,e or two problems ,where the 'resulting difference is O.

Doug hadi airplanes.
He gave 3 airplanes to his friends.
HOw many airplanes did Doug have left?

C

Mother baked 3 cakes.
Ann' s club a te3 cakes.
How many cakes were left'for Mother.?

Bob caught 10 fish.
He dropped 4 cf. thein into the lake..
How many. fish did he have left to take home?
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Lesson 12: INTRODUCING THE B" NOTATION

.,In this lesson the children find the number of members in a
difference set and write an appropria.te,subtraction equatirpn.

''M-ATE*IALS
.

-.... .-- flannel beard with several sets.,.of up to ten objects each
.

Worksheets 22, 23, and 24

PROCEDURE

Repeat eachof the activities A and B several 'riles with dif-
ferent number combinations until you feel the children areready, to use the works,heets.

,

A. Asks five Children by name to come -to the front of the room.
Ask how\inany there are. 'Write the correct numeral on.theboard.' At4k three of them -by name to g6 badk to their seats.
Ask how many went away from the,frOnt of ,the room. Recordthis next to the previous`rmeral Explain that the set of
children remaining at the fr nt is the difference set,: Put a. minus sign between the 5 an 3. on the board. Tell the chil-
dren that 5 - 3 is &ie. name for he number of members' in thedifference set. Ask if.someOne n give another name,for the
difference. (2) Ask,,If someone can write the number sen=',
tence showing these two names on the board. (S. - 2 on
5 3' is 2) o

B.- Place seven Objects on the flannel board. Ask the, chil-dren .
queStiOns Similar to the foilOWing:

C

HOW MANY -OBIECTS ARE IN rHE SET ON THE FLANNEL
BOARD? -

CAN YOU WRITE THE NUMBER ON THE BOARD?-

WILL SOMEONE REMOVE(OR TAKE AWAY) KSUBSET FROM
THE. SET ON THE FLANNEL BOARD? -

HOW MANY DID HE REMOVE?,
4 4 33
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CAN SOMEONE' WRITE THIS NUMBER ON THE BOARD?_
:-.

HOW MANY ARE IN THE.DIFFERENCE SET?

CAN SOMEONE WRITE THE NUMBER SENTENCE THAT GIVES
TWONAMES FOR THE DIFFERENCE?-

C. More subtraction ptaptice is provided by WOrksheets. 22,
23, and 24. .Read the directions on Worksheet 22 with the
children. Guide them through the, first problem in a mariner
similar to this: .

WRITE THE NUMERAL FOR THE TOTAL NUMBER IN THE SET-
. UNDER THE PICTURE TO THE LEFT. (4)

THE MINUS SIGN TELLS THAT A.SUBSET IS'TAKEN AWAY.
'AFTER THE MINUS SIGN, WRITE THE NUMERAL THAT TELLS
HOW MANY WERE TAKEN AWAY.' (4 - 3)

THE NUMBER LEFT'IS GIVEN BY 4 3: 'TO THE RIGHT OF
THE EQUAL SIGN, WRITE ANOTHER NAME FOR THE NUMBER
REMAINING. (4 = 3 = I)

As soon as the children are ready, let them finish by them-
selves. On Worksheets_ 23 and 24 the childreri will need to
write in the minus sign.

.

The 'children may like to take up stories to go with the pictures).*
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A. Have the children set °tit two.rows of five counter's on

their desks.

0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

Ask each,child to add three counters to One row.

0 0 :0 .0,,0 0. 0
0 0 0 C)-

+10W MANY COUNTERS MUST YOU TAKE AWAY TO HAVE THE

SAME NUMBER IN EACH ROW AGAIN ?' (3)

This activity could also be done with Minnebars.

-13, Show the children a bag in which you have put 13 crayons

and tell them hew many are in the bag. Have a. child put 8 .

more crayons in the bag. 'Ask someone to take Out enough

crayons so that 13 crayons are in the bag once again.

Then ask a child to remove 4 crayons from the bag. Ask hoW

many crayons must be added to have 13 crayons in the bag

again.'

Repeat these activities, 'having the children write number

sentences on the chalkboard that describe the two situa-

tions. '

(13 + 8) - 8.= 13

(13 - 4) + 4 = 13

5o

0
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Lesson 13: WRITING SUBTRACTION SENTENCES

This lesson reinforces the conceptS of subtraction presented
in the previous leston.

, .

MATERIALS

10 counters for each child

Workshedts 25, 26, and 27

PROCEDURE

Each child should have 10 counters, paper and pencil on his
deM. Ask each child to spread out the counters in some

,arrangement on his desk.

36

HOW MANY COUNTERS DO YOU HAVE ON YOUR DESK?' (10)
WRITE THE NUMBER DOWN. ,

Ask each child to remove (or take away) three counters and
write that down..

CAN YOU WRITE A NUMBER SENTENCE THAT TELLS HOW'
MANY YOU STARTED WITH, HOW MANY YOU TOOK AWAY,
AND HOW, MANY ARE LEFT? (10 - 3 = 7)

Step-by-step guidance of some children may be necessary
here.

Repeat the procedure with different numb-6r combinations un-
til you wish to use the worksheets. The Children should
be allowed to count 'the difference sets whenever they wish.
From numerous activities of this sort, the children will be-
come familiar with many subtraction number facets while de-
veloping an understanding of the operation involved. Formal
memorization of the facts should be delayed until the process
is very well mastered. By that time, many of the sub.8-action
relations will have been learned unconsciously.

4 7
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A. Have the children set out two.rows of five counter's on

their desks,
i

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 ie 0

Ask each,child to add three counters to one row.

0 0 0 *0 01 0 0 0
o

-HOW MANY COUNTERS MUST YOU TAKE AWAY TO HAVE THE

SAME NUMBER IN EACH ROW AGAIN ?` (3) .

This activity could also be 'One with Minnebars.

B. Show the children a bag in which you have'put 13 crayons.

and tell them hOw many are _in the bag. Have a. childput 8

more crayons in the bag. Ask someone to take Out enough,

crayons so that 13 crayons are in the bag once' again.

Then ask a child to remove 4 Crayons from the bag: Ask hoW

Many Crayons, must be added to have 1.3 crayOns in the bag.

again: .

Repeat these activities, 'having the children write number

sentences on the chalkbdard that describe the two sittia-

tions.

(13+ - `8.= '13

(13 4) 4. 4 = 13
1

4

;-
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Lesson 14: THE INVERSE RELATIONSHIP OF ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION-

These activities use sets of objects to give the children an
idea of the inverse-relatiorfship between additiOn and subtrac-
tion: If one adds a number of members 'to a set and 'then takes
away the same number of members froin the .set, one .reverts
to the original. number. of members in the set. In the.sme way,.
if one takes away a certain number of members from a set,
adding thesame number of members will return die 'set to its
original number of members.

Fbr example, (8.+ - 3 = 8.

MATERIALS

far each child:

713 counters

tor the class:

.21 crayons.

bag

to use on flannel loaardc figures similar to these:

5 apples

2 oranges

4 ducks

3 geese

PROCEDURE

I

Give the children experience with this idea iri several different
. situations. Some possibilities' are on the next page. Of course,

different figures than those suggested can be used:.

49
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.A. Hgve the children setotit two.rows-of five counter's On

their desks.

0000
.000 0'

Ask each child to add three counters to one row.

00000000
'HOW MANY COUNTERS MUST YOU TAKE AWAY TO HAVE THE

SAME NUMBER IN EACH ROW AGAIN?' (3) .

.-
Thisactivity could also be done with Minnebars.

B. Show the children a bag irk which you have'put 13 crayons,

and tell them hOw many are in the bag. Have a.childput 8

more crayons in the bag. Isk Someone to take ciutenough

crayons so that 13 crayons are in the bag, once again..

Then ask a child to remove 4 crayons from thebag; Ask hoW

Many crayons, must be added to have 1.3 cray6ns in the bag.

again.

Repeat these activities, 'having the children write number

sentences on the chalkboard that describe the two situa-

tions.

(13+ 8) - "8.= 13

(1.3 + 4 = 13

50
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1
Put 5 apples on the flannel.bpard. Atk how many apples

there are, then add 2 oranges, Ask.the children tolthink of
two 'names for the new set of fruit and to Write them underneath
each other on the' chalkboard.

Remocie the two oranges and ask someone to write number sen-
tences telling, what had happened to the number of apples and
oranges, Have them use thenamest y -Wrote 'for the original
set of fruit.

2 = 5

(5'+ 2) - 2 = 5 ,

d
.

D. Put 4 ucks on the flannel board. Add 3 geese. Have the
children, again.give two names for ihe, new 'set.

144- 3)

Take 3 geese away. Have the, children complete the number
Sentences.'

(4 + 3) 3 = 4

7 -3 =4

Leaving these number-sentences on the board, add the 3 geese
gain and write-the two napes.

4+

7

Now remve I of-the ducks and 2 of the geese and- haye a
child complete the number sentences,

51
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(4 + 3) 3 =

7 3= 4

Tell the children that the number entenoes are the same
,whether 3geese or 2 geeseand 1 ducksait,ramoved.* In each
case the subset removed contaiiied.3 members.

52:
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:GROUPING, EVEN AND ODD NUMBERS, ARRAYS
,t .

:.

. This section isdesigned to. give,experiences .ingrouping mem-
, .

b,etsof a.set into subsets containing ,equal nut-fibers of mem-
bets, to introduce even and odd numbers, and to give exper-
iences in forming arrays ovbjects and symi3o1s.

.

' VOCABUtARY

.4.

The following Words are used in this section. Although the
children should understand and LZ able to use the word'S,
They should not.beexpected to define them.

ROW: a horizontal line of objects or symbols.

COIUMn: a Vertical 'of objects or synibOls.
,A

Array:' a regular arrangement or pattern of objects or symbols.
.

'Rectangular array: an array Made up of rows and column& in
which each row (or column) cont0ns.the same number of mem-
bers. Fot. example:

, X ..),C X ./X

X X X X
X 'IC X X

BACKGROUND 1 , 1%.
I. , -, t t

Previously the 'ciiildren have counted or constructed sets with
2, 3:;: 4, .... members, and have compared the numberof,mein- I

' ) '" bera two sets bl, pairing members of the two sets . P4-The
beginning of this section, the childret will sepatate setsof\ objects to subsets containing' equal numbers of objects, i.e,,
into equi elent subsets. This experience with grouping will
provide a ackground for thestudy of the decimal number sys-

0.

4.2

tern, which we ordinarily use.

53
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1.

Even afid o
ing to sepa
'her of Inemb
dividehe se
member of one
othe'S subset.
odd, it will not
alent subSets.
introduCed that e
numbers are not.

d numbers are conveniently introduced by attempt-:
ee a, set into two equivalent subsets. If the'.nuni--
s in the initial set is even, it is possible to
into two equivalent subsets do that every
subset Bari be paired with One memberof the .

f the number of. members in the initial set is
e posSible,to'separate.the set into twb equiv-..-
ithout discussing division,. the idea, is

While it.is sometim s all right to ha
in a ranckirn pattern, for some activit
sary to have them in A regular, patter

*merit is called an array.

There ax4 various special arrau..; T..o example's of them are
the triangular array and the rectangular array: The elements
of a triangular array might be arranged in these ways:,

\

en numbers are divisibley two and odd.

.
e the Subsets arranged
es. it ikuSeful Drneces-
. Such°a" regulararrange,

. .

X.

X , X

The ele meptS of a

/ i;, .
.

x x-
Xxkx

X X X X. X
.X X X X X X
X XX X X X X4. . ,,xxxxxxxx

rectangular array, might;bt Arranged this way:

0 ,0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 G 0
000`oo,

o oo 0
00.00,0

.o o o o
00000

,"

Because only the rectangular arjay is used in the first-grade'
MINNEMAST units; theschildren will.Use the single word
"array" to mean "rectangular array." however, the teacher
should use the term "rectangUlat array" often enough so thet.
the children learn its meaning.. ,
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A child will count the tota numIr of objeGtS irr an array,
cou!'it the number in each.r w soon seeing: that he needs to
count the objectS in only o e r w, as all tows contain an
equel number),, and count t 4e nu ber of rows. For example,
he will discover by countin that 3 rows of 5 each contain.-
15 objects and that a het o 15 a)) cts can be separated' into
3 subsets' containing 5 eac

Experiences with many different array will provide a back-
ground for an'interpretation of multipliCation developed in
second grade. Pn this unit, 'words sucl .as "multiply" and
"factor" are not uSed, and the children houlddefinkt9ly not

required to memorize .multiplication f
\ I

In this section the children will also have, direct experience
with the comthutative law of Multiplication.: This law states
that irdoes not matter in' what order two numbers-are multi-

e., 2 x i6 = 6 x 2. The term "Comniutative laW of
multiplication" will not be used with the children. They will
manipulate arrays and observe.th'at, for example, the following
arrays contain ?the same number of elements,.

x x ,xxxxxx
x x. xxxxxx
x
x x-
xx
X X

,
The children's understandinc of the properties of arrays will
be valuable when they do enc ounter formal multiplication.

f
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'Lesson IS: FORMING GROUPS OF CHILDREN.

After the a ivities in this l'esson, the children should be able-
to forn;Pgroups of specified size. They should get a feeling
for, but probably not verbalize, the fact that one ,can form
fewer large groups than small groupS from a giveri number of
child en. Much counting practiCe is also'provided.

PROCEDURIE

Hav each child, find a partner. If one child is without a
par ner, appoint him to count and report-the number of pairs.
If all have partners, you do the counting. Write the results
on the board-in the form:

12 sets of two and 1,1eftover -e

ave the children arrange themselves in groups of three.,
gain have the groups' of three counted and recordedinhe

orm:

8 sets _Of three and I leftover

Repeat with group of 4 and '5. DireCt the grouping enough so4
that the same child is not left out of a complete group more

1

than once.

I

I
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Lesson 16: GROUPINO A SET OF COUNTERS INTO EQUIVALENT SUBSETS

d'his lesson prOvides more experiences in forming groups of
specified size, Iroise introduces the idea of one-half of the
members of a set.

MATERIALS

20 counters for each child

Worksheets 28, 29, 30, and 31

PROCEDURE

A. Each child should leave 20 counters on his desk. Ask the
children to separate these 20 counters into 4 subsets that
have the same number of members (f.e., find 4 equivalent
subsets). Lat the children disc-over their own ways of doing
this. When they have finished, ask:

HOW MANY ARE THERE IN EACH SUBSET?. (5)

HOW MANY SUBSETS4OF EVE ARE THERE? ,(4)

Follow the same procedure for separating The initial( set into
2' and 5 subsets.

Propose finding 3 equivale t subsets using all the counters.
Let the children discover th t this is impossible.°

Although arrays have notbeen ntroduced yet, it likely
that some children will develop -trategies that involve arrang=

.

mg the counters into regular patte s or arrays.
4-;

B. Now ask the children to separate tie 20 counters into sub-
sets eachcontaining two counters. Tell ach child to count
the silbsets and to report how many groups s two he has found.
(10) Ask how many counters are in the, whole (20)

Continue by having the counters' grouped into s,ubse contain-
ing 3, 4, and 5 each. Each time have the number of sus ets
counted and repoked. When subsets of three are used, 4th
results should be reported as "6 subsets (or groups) of three
with 2 leftovers." 5 7,



C. Ask the children to separate the 20 counters on tneir
desks into subsets containing 10 each. 4sk questions sim-
ilar to this:

-HOW MANY COUNTERS ARE LEFTOVER? (none)

HOW MANY SUBSETS DO_ YOU HAVE? (two)

Have each 'child place one subset of 10 counters at the right
of his desk and the other nepr the left.

\IF YOU PICK UP THE LEFT SUBSET OF COUNTERS, WHAT
PART OF YOUR COUNTERS WILL YOU HAVE IN YOUR HAND?
("one-half" or "half")

If no one volunteers the above answer, give the answer. In
any case write on the board and explain that the 10 count-
ers picked up are I of 2 subsets containing equal numbers of
counters.

Repeat the activity starting with 10 counters and separatingthem into 2 subsets of 5 each. This time ask:

IS 5 ONE-HALF OF 10? (yes)

WHY? (10 counters can be separated into two subsets
each containing 5 counters.)

D. Worksheets 28, 29, 30, and 31 give practice in groupingand finding :1 of the members in a set, and also will show
whether any children will need additional work.

5°



Worksheet 28
Unit H Name

Draw curves around subsets of two

How many subsets of two?

How many leftover? 1

How many in the whole set? 15

Worksheet 30
Unit 11 Name

Draw curves around subsets of four.

How many subsots of four9 4

flow many leftover? 3

How many in the wholo set 19

48
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Worksheet 29
Unit 11 Name

Draw curves around subsets of three.

.0.,

How many subsets of three? 7

How many leftover? 0

How many in the whole set? .21

Worksheet 31
Unit 11 Name

Draw curve around
2
of the objects in each

set.

OF1E v v
v 7V 7v 7EEO

077
VCO ?7

0 to
0n

000000
0 000



Lesson 17: INTRODUCING "EVEN" AND "ODD"
: \This lesson introduces even and odd numbers by pairing mem-,bers of a set. In Unit 13 there will be activities with even

and odd numbers repres9ted on the number line. i

An even number is divisible by 2, an odd number is not. Thisis not explicitly stated to the children but is presented throLigh/
activities with sets. If a set can be separated into two equi-
valent subsets, it' contains an even number of members. If
a set cannot be separated into two equivalent subsets, the s
contains an odd number of members. (Recall that equivalent/
sets contain equal numbers of members. Equivalent sets of
objects are not equal' sets because they contain different ob-jects. That, is, a set of four apples is equivalent -- but n t
equal to another set of four apples. These sets have a
equal number ,of members, but the apples in the two sets arenot the same apples.)

MATERIALS

flannel board with about 15 figures, mostly different

16 c.ounters for each child

Worksheets 32A, 32B, 33A, and 33B

PROCEDURE

i

A. Each child should have 13 counters on his desk. Suggest
that the class pretend the counters are children getting readyto play a game.

CAN T'vVO TEAMS OF THE SAME NUMBER OF PLAYERS BE
CHOSEN? (no)

\Let each child arrange.his counters to find out. He may dis-
cover that a convenient method of attempting to construct two
equivalent sets is to form a row (or column) of pairs of count-
ers, and then to take all on the top as one set and all on the
bottom as the other. Of course, with 13 counters, not all canbe paired. For example:

O.
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The leftover one is the "odd" counter. Because of this, 13

is called an odd number.

Repeat the above procedure with 16 counters, If your class
is ready, drop the "team" reference and ask them if they can
separate a set of 16 counters into two equivalent subsets.
This time they should see that all the counters can be paired.
The subsets "come out even." For this reason 16 is called
an even number. It should be noted that each of the two qub-
sets contains one-half of the counters.

B. Have a child put 6 objects on the flannel board. (For
example, 3 ducks, 2 apples, and a flag.) Write the numeral
6 on the chalkboard. Have another child move the figures so
that they are obviously paired, but not necessarily in a reg-
ular arrangement. say: .,

WHEN MARY PAIRED THESE 6 OBJECTS, THEY "CAME OUT
EVEN." THERE WAS NONE LEFTOVER. A SET OF 6 OB-
JECTS CAN BE SEPARATED INTO TWO SUBSETS EACH CON-
TAINING THE SAME NUMBER OF OBJECTS. 6 IS AN EVEN
NUMBER.

Have a child pair the 6 objects another way. The children
`should realize that the result will be the same.

Have one child clear the flannel board and another one put up
9 objects. (Avoid using a set with just one different object or
it will be called the "odd" one.) Write the numeral 9 on the

..board. Have another child pair these objects.

WHEN BILL PAIRED THESE 9 OBJECTS, ONE WAS LEFT
WITHOUT A PARTNER. THIS LEFTOVER ONE IS CALLED
THE "ODD" OBJECT. A SET OF 9 OBJECTS CANNOT BE
SEPARATED INTO TWO SUBSETS BECAUSE 9 IS AN ODD'
NUMBER.

You might pc:4ot out that each subset does not contain half of
the objects.

Have another child pair the 9 objects another way. The chil-
dren should realize that the result will be the same.

44



IC. Have each child spread 6 counters on his desk and putthe others aside. Ask:

IS 6 EVEN OR ODD? (6 is even because each counter can
be paired with another with no\ leftover counter.;

Without moving the 6 counters, have each child put a seventh
counter on his desk. Ask:

IS 7 EVEN OR ODD? WHY? (Odd,, because the seventh
counter can't be paired with another counter.)

From this experience (repeated as you wish), some children
may make the correct generalizationlhat an even number
plus one has an odd-numbered sum. \\

Repeat the activity by starting with an odd number bf counters.,say 7. Have each child add one counter to the set and deter-
mine that 8 is even. Again, after varying numbers of trials,
most children will understand the rule that an odd number
plus one,has an even-numbered sum.

The idea that the sequence of counting riumbers alternates odd,even, 'odd, even, ... will be seen by many children at.this
time. The concept will be considered again in Unit 13.

As an enrichment activity for interested children, you can en-
courage the discovery in a similar manner'of rules such as
those given inan abbreviated form below.

even + even is even
odd + odd is even
even + odd is odd
even even is even
even - odd is odd
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Lesson 20: CONSTRUCTING ARRAYS

In. this lesson the children construct rectangular arrays of ob-
j-e,cts. They will find that wqh.a given initial set only2cer-
tain rectangular arrays can be made without "leftovers.'' For
example, if the initial set has 15 members, an array containing
3 rows can be made, but not one containing 4 rows. (A par-
ticular rectangular array can be constructed if the number of
t4, rows, 'or cplumns, is a divisor of the number of members
in the set. This explanation should not be given to the chil-
dren.)

MATERIALS

Nr each child: \

pegboard with 20 or 30 pegs (preferable) or 20 or 30 count-
ers (alternative)
(One suitable type of -pegboard is a 12" ceiling tile with
golf tees for pegs.)

PROCEDURE

In the description of 'the procedure, it is assumed that each
child has a pegboard. if sufficient pegboards are not avail-
able, the children may work in small groups. or substitute
similar activities with counters.

A; -A pegboard and IS pegs should be on,eabh child's desk.
The other pegs. should be in a container or out of sight. Ask
each child to make' an. array of 3 rows.with the 15 pegs. Ask
hbw many pegs are i'n each row of the completed array. Such
an array is called a 3 x 5 array (read as "three by five"),
where the first number gives the number of rows and the sec-
ond number may be thbught of eimer as the number of columns
or `the number of members in each row.

X XX XX
X -X X X X
XXX X X

!

6J



Worksheet 32A
Unit 11 Na me

of

ODD EVEN

t

horksheet 11A.
'Jut' Notre

C1.11.,; :Cr Aort:.h.ete 4n1

toram--;;;.
t

.4 ,

4

. *

Worksheet 32B
Uriit 11 Name

Ime.
ODD .EVEN

horksheet 138
Unit ii

-Cutouts or Aorksheete 12A and 328

0,4S\16
1

a

6I

\..
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Lesson 18: INTRODUCING "ARRAYS

Until this lesson the children arranged su sets of a set in any
way they chose. Now they.are required to ut the subsets in-
to patterns, of regutar rows Sand columns, Le , into tectangular
arrays.v It iS useful to remind the children at jittery& s that an
array is a pattern.

MATERIALS

flannel board with about, 20 objects

PROCEDURE

54

A. Have a child place 3 objects side by side on the.f annel'
'board. Ask another child to put 3 Objects right under tne first
three. Continue until there are 4 rows of 3 objects eac

0 0 -4'
A El 0

0
4

Explain that this pattern' is an -array. Show a horizontal line
of objects and say that this is called a row. Use the word
"horiiontal," telling the children it means sideways.,

II

"HUN: MANY RONS ARE-THERE? *(4.)

1

Show a vertical line of objects and say that this s called a
.column, Use the word," vertical," telling thekchildren it means
stra4iht 'up-and-down.

HOW, MANY COLUMNS, ARE THERE? (3)

HOW MANY.MEMBERS ARE THERE IN THE ARRAY? (12)

,,Of course, this last answer shouldbe ound by counting. Re-
, 'peat the same procedure With arrays having rows of 4 and 6

members.

t
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B. Ha e the children look around the room for arrays. When
an array is Nund, have the child who found it count the rotas,
columns,and total number Of members.

. .

Some p ssibilities are:.

ks
win ows (perhaps I row of (3 windows)
floor tiles

, . ,
egg carton placed in the room for this lesson
charts placed in the room for this lesson
books on a `table: arranged for this lessbn
fabric patterns /

The children may like to to 1 about -arrays-they-have seen outside

. =

. , .

- of the classroom, titamples ,are an eye chart, cars in
parking ot, shoe rack, fbod on store shelves, wallpaper./ .

I

.4
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Lesson 19: ;COUNTING ARRAYS
I

In counting the. number of set members in each row, the child
should soon see. that he needs to count only those in one row,
as all rows contain the same number. t`

N.

It is expectedithat the children Will count the total number of
members of the array; -however, 'if a, child can get the right
total without_ counting every member, he. should certainly be
allowed to use his method.

MATERIALS

Worksheets 34 and

PROCEDURE

t.

r

56

A. Draw a. few arrays on the. board and ask questiohs about
them Similar to those on Worksheets 34 and 35. For
you might use:

v
0.0 0 0
MAO

HOo W MANY OBJECTS ,IN' THE rIRST ROW? (4).
w

HOW.MANY OBJECTS IN THE'SECOND.ROW? 1(4)

HOW MANY OBJECTS IN THE. THIRD ROW? (4),

HOW 'MANY OBJECTS, IN EACH ROW? (4)

HOW, MANY OBJECTS IN THE ARRAY? (12)

Have one child at a ,time go to the board, count; and record
his results to demonstrate his method to the class.

(
When you feel the ChildrenI re sufficiently prepared, have
them do Worksheets 34 and 35. '

.61.
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B. (Optional) When the' children have counted, the arrays, you
may give further 6rabtice in finding, fractional 6,a,rts. of sets,.
For example, ask the children to draw, 'a 'curve around i, of the
.members in.a set. 'The set chosen should contain an even num-
ber of members.

t.
Children who'have the utility may enjoy drawing curves around,
say, of the members of a set. This ,set' should be,one with
four rows or four columns:

Worksheet 34 ,

Unit 11 Name ,
.

..
s .

.

How many rows? 3
.,How many in each row? .5

How many in the array? 9o' ,1-: . . . .
.

Otiti0 How many rows? 2
How many An each cVw? 4

EDO 0 How many in the'array? 8
4

.18 8 8 8 -.How many rows?. 5

'00000 ildw many in each ro ? 5
How ivny in,the arra 250 00 0000000
Hoy, many rowic a T k

**HoW many in each row? 32 **-r-an How imply io,_the array? 6 7 **

*For children. who can work with

**Answers in parentheses apply

Worksheet 35
'Unit 11. Na me .

V 7% How many rows? 4
How many in each roW? 3..7.7 Q HoW many in the array? 12

0000
6 6 0 0
0400.0 0 0
REACO
HELLO
REVD

L
.4

manymarly rows? 4
How many%in each row? 4
How many in the array? 16

How mani,
How many
How many

rows? ; 33
in each row? 5( I)**
in the afra y71 5 (3)**

Hon many rows?' 5
HOw many in each row? 2

'How rrGiny in the arrayNO

I.

:..ceCaceriCniti.Pt.liTv

numbers' over 20.

1404
*40 rittltatlaiTA.174tVeClt if(

if the child considers words vrather th-an letters.

td.4

f*.geoktii.visM..0.11

. .

6.8
'

r

o

+.1ji
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. Lesson 20: CONSTRUCTING ARRAYS

In. this lesson the children construct rectangular arrays of ob-
j-ects. They will find that Niiith.a given initial set 0ply:cer-
tain rectangular arrays can be made without "leftovers.' For
example, if the initial set has 15 members, an array containing
3 rows can be made, but not one containing. 4 rows. (A par-
ticular rectangular array can be constructed if the number of
ti* rows, or cplumns, is a divisor of the number of members
in the set. This explanation should not be given to chil-
dren.)

. MATERIALS

fcr each child: \

pegboard with 20 or 30 pegs (preferable) or 20 or 30 count-
ers (alternative) -

(One suitable type of pegboard is a 12" ceiling tile with.
golf tees for pegs.)

PROCEDURE

In the description of the procedure, it is assumed that each
child has a pegboard. if sufficient pegboards are not avail-
able, the children may_work in small groups. or substitute
similar activities with counters.

A. -A pegboard and 15 pegs should be on,eaCh child's desk.
The other pegs should be in a container or out of sight. Ask
each child to make an array of 3 rows .with the 15 pegs. Ask
hbw many pegs are iri each row of the completed array. Such,
an array is called a 3 x 5 array (read as "three by five"),
where the\ first number gives the number of rows and the sec-
ond number may be thought of ei,her as the number of columns
or \the number of members in each row.

xxxxx
xxxxx
xxxxx

69
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Although the form 3 x S is a convenient wai,t Specify an array,
it is not required that you use it in this Unit. It is always pos-
sible to say instead "an array with 3 roods ark 5 columns" or
"an array/ with 3 rows of 5 members each."

r

Ask. each child to make a rectangular array 5ontaining 3 col-
.umnS from the I5 pegs.

HOW MANY ARE IN EACH ROW? (3)

HOW MANY ROWS ARE THERE? -(5)

WHAT IS T E NAME OF THIS ARRAY? (a 5 x 3 array)
. ,

-B. Each chil ,\should have a pegboard, 12 pegs, paper and
pencil on his desk.. Explain that the i) egs this time represent/
a ,group _of c !.1dren that are going to,, aich in a parade. How
many -ways an they be arranged in rows and columns? After
a child has iroduced an array, say, /of 3 rows of 4 each, ask
him:

HOW M

,HOW.M NY COLUMNS ARE THE E? (4)

CAN YO WRITE A NAME, FOR HIS ARRAY ON YOUR PAPER?
(3 x

NY ARE IN EACH ROW? ( )

CAN YO
12 PEGS (yes)

MAKE ANOTHER RECTANGULAR ARRAY USING ALL

HOW M Y ARRAYS CAN YO MAKE USING ALL 12 PEGS?
(six: 1 x 2, 2x 6, 3 x 4, x 3, 6 x 2, 12.x I)

The children si ould record in some fashion all those that they
f ind.

Repeat the above with various/ numbers of pegs in the initial
set: IS, 14, 7, nd 13 would be interesting ones to try.

59
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Lesson 21: COMMUTATIVITY WITH ARRAYS

By physically turning arrays the children will have direct ex-
perience with the commutative law of 'multiplication; although
the words ".commutative" and "multiplication" will not be used
with .the children.

MATERIALS

for each child:

20 counters or 20 pegs

9" x 12" construction paper or' pegboard

Worksheots 36 and 37

PROCEDURE °

This activity is described for children using counters and con-
struction paper, but pegs and pegboards could also be used in
a similar way.

Each child should have counters and one piece of construdtidn
paper. Have ve each child make an array- of 2 rows of 6 counters
(a 2 g'6 array) on the paper and count the total number of count-
ers. (12)

Have the children- carefully turn their papers one quarter turn.
Ask someone to describe the array now. (6 rows of 2 counters
or a 6 x 2 array) Help.them discover, without counting', that
6 rows of 2 counters is also 12. Have them check this by
counting. (This shows that 2 x x 2, but since multipli-
cation has not been introduced, this won't be stressed here.)

Repeat this activity with other aierays such aS those having 3
rows of 4,- 2 rows of ;), and 3 rows of 3. Note that when the
3 x 3 array is rotated one quarter turn, it.is unchanged.

Have the children complete Worksheets 36 and 37.
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Workshet 36
Name

OL\ 0\0 How many rows? - 2
HHoowv.ininaannyy in each row? -40 0 0 0_ the array? 8_

0
0 How many rowz ' 4

How many in each ro,?_2
How many in :he array? 8

o.o
O o 3
0.0 0
O 0 0
0 -0 0

0 0 CI 0 0 0
0.00000
0 011 0 00

How many rows? 6
How many in each row? 3
How -many in the ..,-rav?

How many rows? 3
How many in each row? 6
How many in the array? -18

Worksheet 37
Unit 1l Name

COMB
YOUR
HAI R
000

2

fl

How many rows? 3
How many in each row? 4
How many in the array? 12

HOw many rows? 4
How many in each row? 3
How many in the array? 12_

???
?
? ? ???

How many rows? 3
How many in each row? 5
How many in the array? 15

How many rows? 5
How many in each row? 3
How many in the array?-1-5

72
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Lesson 22: BUILDING NUMBERS -BY REPEATED ADDITION

Counting by 2's, 3's, etc., is.given as a use of arrays and
as practice in addition. A similar lesson using the number,
line will be included in a later unit.

MATERIALS

20 counters for each child

Worksheets 38, -39, 40, 41, 42-, and 43

PROCEDURE
-

Have each child folloW a procedure similar to the following.

Place 2 counters side by side near the top of a piece Of paper.
Write the numeral 2 beside them. Place 2-more counters under
them.

HOW MANY NOW? (4)'

Record this beside the second row.
like:

2

4

The paper should nvw look

Continue placing pairs of counters and recording until all 20
counters are used.

2

4
6

20

The children can see that, wh n the
they are "counting by 2's" i.e.
of numbers where each n ber is

.number. If practice needed, ha
3, 4, 5, 6, ... clap

62

ead the recorded numbers,
are saying a sequence,

re than the preceding
e them count aloud. "1, 2,

ing on the underlined numbers.
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Repeat, placing counter's in, sets of 3's and 5's:

The children should now be prepared for independent work with
Worksheets, 38 through 43. (The starred problems are for
those children who can work with "numbers over 20.) They Ra.y
write numerals in the circles to help the.it counting.

- Worksheet 38
Unit 11 Name

0
2+ 2 = 4

2 twos are

O 0
O 0
2.+ 2+ 2 =

3 twos are 600o
o
O

2+2+2+2= 8

1 twos era 8

(00
O 0
24:24.2+ 2+ 2 -4- 10

S twos are 10

7

Worksheet 39
Unit 11. Na me

000000Co.0000
2 +2 +2 +2 +2 +2 = 12

' 6 twos are 12

00
0100

000000
2+2+2+2+2+-2+2 =

7 twos are 14

Count by twos.

2 4 6 8 . 10 12 14
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Worksheet 90
Unit 11 Name

O 00
000

3 + 3 = 6

2 threes are. 6

000
'00 0
0000'

3 + 3 + 3 =

3 threes are 9

O 00
.000
00
00)

3+3+3+3 =

4 -threes-are 12

000-
000
000
000
000
3+3+3+3+3 = 18

5 threes, are 18

a
Worksheet .42
Unit II. Name

o o o
90000

.5 + 5. 10

2 fives, are 10.

00000
0000d
00000

5+ 5+ 5

3 fives are S

00000 *00000
Q0000 ..00000
00000 00000
00000 00000
5+5+3+5, 20 00000

5 fives are '25

64
75

Worksheet 41
Unit 11 Name

O 00
O 00
O 00
000
O 00
000
3+3+3+3+30 = 18

6 threes are ,18

*0,00
00
000
000
000
000
000
3+3+ 3+3+ 3+3+

7 threep are
l._

21

Count by threes.

3 6 9 12 15 18 21

V9rks'heet
Unit 11 . Name

,.00poo
00000
0.0000
00000.
00000
00000

fiv 30

*O0000
00000
00000
00000
00000
00000
00000

7 tiVes'are 35-

Count by fives.

5 10 15 20 25 3 0



Lesson 23:' SECRET CODES WITH ARRAYS (OPTIONAL)

This is an optional activity for enrichment. It may be con-
sidered'a "challenge" actiyity;

PROCEDURE.

The coded message is prepared by printing the words in a mes-
sage one below the other, so that each letter is an element in .

a' column and-row. Add X's make the array rectangular. For
example:.

MAR YXX
H -AD XXX
A X X X X X
LIT TLE
L AMBXX

Record the number of rows. (5) This is the clue.. Nov write
.the letters from each column in a line, ,starting with the left

column and going from top to bottom:'

MHALLAA;(l'ARDXTMYXXTBX)i,XLXXXX.EX

Give the line of,letters and the clue (the number of rows) to
the class. Can a child decode the message?

You may have to decode the first message. After seeing the ,

method demonstrated once or twice, pairs of children can code
and decode messages together.
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SECTION 4

k

*.INTRODUCTION TO THE NUMBER LINE

This section introduces the
the system of real numbers,
traction on the rItimber

BACKGROUND

number line, which is a.model of
and .pre views addition and sub-

This section contains a, story, "Skip's Trip," and related ac-
ptivities that introduce the number line. Skip, the mischie-
vous dog, takes a trip alolig&S, street, stopping at various

. houses located tat intervals al ; .the street. The street is vis--
ualized as a, line and the houseWiere he- stops are numbered
in or4r from his starting point, giving a representation of the .

number line. tr

Lessons 24, 25, and 27 involve locating numOrs (integers)
and counting spaces on a number line. These activities do not
require that tie integers be evenly spaced. Therefore, al- .

though ttie number lines given to the children will have uni-
form intervals, the children may correctly draw their own num-
ber lines without using rulers to mark the intervals.

Lessons 26, 28, 29, 30 and 31 preview addition and subtrac-
tion of numbers represented by specific lengths on the number'
lint. Tor these activities a number line h uniform, intervals
must 4e used. With reference to a part' ular number line, any
length represents a number. Thus, ..dd two numbers, two
lengths.may be put together. The figure below illustrates find-
ing the sum 2 4,-3= 5 by putting a 2-unit _length with 'a 3-unit
length. <:

*0 1 2 3 4 5LI I

7 7

C
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The operations with lengths apply to all real numbers,' not
. only integers. (which are only a subset of all real numbers).

For example, in the illustration beloW, a .number close' to 1.5
is .subtracted from a number close to 3.3. The numbers 1.5
and 3.3 are real numbers but not integers.

0 I 2 3.411111
+-71.

Gr

To emphasize the important idea that the numbers. being added
and subtracted are represented.by distance on the number line,
the children -in this unit use either Minnebars or strips ot-
paper to show the lengths. There will be much more addition
and subtraction on the number line in 'Unit 13, Interpretations
of Addition and Subtraction.

Numbers to the left of 0. are used In this section. These are,
the negative numbers conventionally written as for example,
-4. I, seems better to introduce the conventional notation
later when the childten have a feeling for order on the ember
line and have 'experience with the - sign as a symbol for the
s.ubtraction operation. At this stage we -have chosen to denote
positive numbers by black numerals and'negative numbers by
red numeralS. There were two reasons for this color choice.
First, the children will use positive humbets most of the-time
and, thus, usually 1/111 use ordinary black 'pencils. Second,
when negative nun errs are used later,' one interpretation of
thenk,will be in term .of debits (negative) i contrast to credits.
(positives) . For' this it is natural to use `the bookkeeper' s
"red ink" numerals, for debits.

'78
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Lesson 24: INTRODUCING THE NUMBER LINE
0 9

This lesson introduces the ordering of integers on the number
line. 4T,he integers are-whole numberS ... -2, -1:, 2, 3 ..

MATERIALS

figure of Skip

nume al cards (bleak) 0 10

numeral cards (red) I 3

house paerrn

masking tape or stick-tite7
4 PROCEDURE/c,

Before reading the story, "Skip's trip, " draw two long hofi-
iontal lines on the chalkboard to serve as a street map. '" $

The card showing.8kip's houie, the numeral 0, and the figure
of Skip should be in -place as shown.

.Read the story, °"Skip's Trip," pausing at the indicated
places to ask gbestions and have the cards posted. The
story introduces thy- concept of the number line although it
does not call .it by name.

After the stolty present the following.

A. Show how Skip moved from his house to:the store (3),
-

WHICH DIRECTION IS.THAT ON HE STREET MAP?

a

J

. 7 9

4

,

.
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AS HE RAN TOWARD THE-STORE, DID THE HOUSE NUMBERS
BECOME GREATER OR LESSER?

13, Now Move Skip post the store.

ARE THE HOUSE 'NUMBERS GETTING GREATER OR LESSER?
(greater)

WHICH WAY IS HE GOING? (away from home)

Have the children post the cards for a few more houses.

C. IF SKIP KEPT ON GOING ALONG THEISTREETDA LONG WAY,
WOULD HE BE FARTHER FROM HIS HOUSE? (perhaps)

It should be brought out here *perhaps by your suggestion -*-
that the street might' curve lack toward Skip's house, as real
Streets sometimes do. In this case, as Skip continued atohg
the street he could get nearer his home. We wouldn't know
whether, for example, House 21 or House 32 was farther from
Skip's ho_ use: To avoid this confusion, we will from now on .
say that the street goes on forever' in opposite directions, 'al-
ways straight. Then the street can be called a line./D. Place three houses on the other side of Skiff's house -- to
the left as you face the map -- and label the left one "School.'!.

1

LET'S PRETEND SKIP' BIAS STARTED OFF TOWARD)THEkHOOL
INSTEAD OF TOWARD THE STORE. MOVE SKIP TO THE FIRST
HOUSE HE WOULD DOME TO. WHAT NUMBER SHOULD WE
PUT ON THIS110US

Guido the children to see it should be a li'beca'use it is one
space from 0, ,Skip's hthme, but it, should be different from theI atreadrilsed so that two houses won't have the same num-

. bers: SuggeS-that a different color be .used. Place a red num-eral I card. Continue with the second and third houses to theleft of 0.

so

O
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SKIP'S TRIP
- /

/ p. . ...HOlo.* My name's Skip. I live in this .corher house with Tommy
and Don. I*have a lot of .fun playing withmthem. Sometimes I even
fry tO go to school with Them, but then they tellThe "Go h6me, Slap.
Go home, boy." Usually when they say that I do go home, but some
times I don't. I kinda like to go around, and see what's happening
in the rest of the neighbbrhood.

3,

One Saturday morning I woke LIP early and since the 'door up-
stairs was clOsed so 1 'couldn't go.wake up Tommy and Don:, Uhought

..t.-....,..,...-........--. ....**ekRAenewor... -44**''''''''rd'go outside and see if I could find anything ,interesting to do.
..........-.......,-..

. .
. --r

After pushing the backdoor open and-nrrnling outside, I trotted
\ 1up the street one space to the very next house where Dick lives.\

iShow Skip's path pn the number line (street map). Place
Dick's pulse one ,space away from Skip's house, but
without any number on it. CAN ANYONE PUT THE'NUM.BER
ON DICK'S HOUSE? Have a child' place the numeral J
on the house and move Skip to that house.

(
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Whe\1 I gOt to Dick' s house, I didn't f ti`anything interesting
in front, so I went around back. the first thing that I noticed was
that the Milkman had been by and had left two quarts of milk by the

1backdoor. Since I hadn't had my breakfast yet I was very hungry.
So ... well, maybe you can gues what I did? (Show picture)

\

IdS-t as\ I got the milk carton open, Dick' c; mother came out the
---dooi-.---She Was pretty unhappy a out my visit so Iran away as fast

5s I could.

I went one space and stopped at the next hous , which was
Sally's, Ihat made Sa-H-y-s houLe the second house\ frol'il mine.

j CAN ANYONE MOVE SKIP TO SALLY',S HOUSE,AND PUT
RIGHT NUM.BER ON HER HOUSE? ( )

.
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Sully, who is a good friend of mine,- was playing by herself in
the backyard. She was happy to seeme, so we started running,
jumping and playing together. Unfortunately., I didn't notice that
the lawn sprinkler was on and got nay- feet all wet and muddy. When.
I lumped-up, I got Sally' s dress Muddy, too. She didn't seern.to
mind, but just then her mother came out. Sally's mother was pretty
mad: "Sally, are yOur clean clothes dirty already? Skip, you go on
home."

But I didn't go home.. I scampered to the next house one space .\
beyond Sally' s.

I.Place_the next house on the map.

My favorite friend, Jack, lived in the third house from.m.e..
jack's father owned our neighborhood grocery store, and Jack liyed
above,. the store with his father and mother.

CAN ANYONE PLACE THE RIGHT NUMBER ON THE STORE?
I (3) AND MOVE SKIP TO 114E STORE?

t

t.

.
,

V
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Sometimes jack would give me a bone or a cookie, but I couldn't
find him anywhere. He wasn't around at the back of ..the store either.
But as I passed the g'arbage can's, I could smell something delicious..
It smelled like nice, juicy meat scraps. I thoLight that f would try

4.

to get some and oohh,- what 'a mess I made! But Jack's fatherdheard
The garbage cans tip over, so he came out and chased me away.. He
was pretty4nati. .

One space from the Store was the house where Susan lived.
Susan' house was the fourth house from mine...

Place the!next house on the map. CAN ANYONE PLACE
THE RIGHT NUMBER ON SUSAN'S HOUSE? (4) AND
MOVE SKIP TO SUSAN'S HOUSE?
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Susan was jumping rope in her yard when I came up. She was
my friend too, so she stopped jumping rope.and patted me on. the
dead for a while.

But I didn't want to be petted, I. wanted to play games. So I
grabbed Susan"s rope in my mouth and ran away, hoping that Susan
would phase me.

"Skip, come back here with my rope,'" Susan called. "Here,
Skip. Here, .Skip." When I wouldn't take her rope back to her,

. rather than chase me, Susan started to go into her,house, calling,
"Mother, Skip's got my jump rope."

Well, that didn't sound like very much fun-to me: So r dropped
her rope and went bn one siYace to the next house.

Bob's house is riext Susan's. I was now five ,Spaces away
from my own house.

I PlaCe the next house on the map. Have a child move
Skip and place the right number on the house. (5)

2

1 90
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By now I was very hungry; but I remembered that had buried a
big bone someplace in Bob''s yard. Unfortunately, I couldn't remem-
ber where I had buried it. Even after sniffing around the flowers,
around the tree, and all around the yard, I couldn't remember where
the bone was. So I started digging to see if I could findit. I dug
around the flowers. I dug .around the. tree., Ahd I dug in the yard,
But 1 couldn't find that bone.

Just then. Bob's mother came out to hang up her clothes. YOu.

can imagine what she saw. (Show picture)

She was- very upset by my visit, so f ran for home as fast 'as I
_ =

could go.

0
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Have a child move Skip .rapidly as you/ read the remainder
of the Sto y, "counting down" with .the house numbers
as he nto es the figure of Skip:

I ran from Bob' s house' (5) past Susan's ho

I ran another space to the store where jackl lives (3).
(

I ran 6h another space past,Sally's house (2)..

and faeter I ran .until I,passed Dick's hoU,s-e (I)."'Si
FaSter

With only one space to go, 'I was soon, back at my own home (0).

\-
Tommy and Dion, who/ad been watching me run' borne, ran out

to greet me.

."Here, Skip. Aere, Skip," Tommy called. ;74)

"Where nave you been, - Skip ?" on asked, as he pat-tedihie
my heck' an rubbed by ears. , ./

"Arf, arf," was all I answered, wagging my tail.

I was glad/to be ham , but I couldn't tell the boys where I had
,been. i4 id after thinking a' lout it a lithe, I wouldn't have wanted to

9 . \
tell th &m evert if I ocikild ha

.' "Cood boy, '- Tommy said as he patted me on the hepd too. I
....

kinda hung rr214 head and slowly wagged my tail. The' boys didn't
, .. e .

. know' a bout 'Dick' srpilk carton,),Sdlly' s dress, Ja ck' sgai-bage cans
, ,Suson'gi jump rope, and Bob' s yard. ...2.,......

! .2, ..
.

.-IN I \$this point, return to the'que,stions suggested at the, ,
. I beginning of the lesson. . _

. ------- 83-.,- .
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Use this 'pattern to make 14 cardboard hou5es.. . /
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Sample of Skip figures to be pasted on two sides of a piece of
cardboard.

I

4

fhi-(4e1.0,,d numeral cards -- I , 2, 3 -- are provided with this
regtliar numeral cards provided by MINNEMAST

uld used when black nuperal cards are called for.

=1



Lesson 25: LOCATING NUMBERS AND COUNTING SPACES ON THE
NUMBER LINE.

MATERIALS (from Lesson. 24)

- figure of Skip

houses

numeral cards (black) 0 10 and (red) I 3

'PROCEDURE

86

Redraw the line for the street map. Mount the houses and the .

0. Put the remaining numeral cards in view, but not in order.
"Skip" should also be in the tray. Tell the children that Skip
is hiding and that they must try to find him. You will give
clue's...about where he is. After you have given a clue4 pick a
volunteer to come up and post Skip where he thinks the dog
is hiding.

At first, give cluessUch as "Skip is at house blah-2" or
"Skip is at house red 2.1' As each child counts spaces and
correctly posts the dog figure,' he may,also stick in place the
correct numeral for the house where Skip is hiding,: Vary"the
instructions occasionally.; e.g., "Skip is at the fifth house to .

the right of his .ownu.,' (Emphasize that right and left are deter-
mihed when you are -faseing-the-map.) -Scim-e-tives give "number"
clues without mentioning houses at ail. "-Skip-is..at,bla-ck-
Encourage the children to post"the Skip figure as quickly as
possible. This may prompt them to use more efficientInethods
such as starting from-an already posted number (not 0) to find
a new one. Continue the game until all the black and red num-
erals have been posted.

a
.Point out that the game 'is now too easy. Everyone cari tell

where Skip is hiding., Ask if Skip can sometimes be between
two liouSes. "tive clues such as ''Skip is between houses 4
and 5" or "between houses 0 and black 1." Then begin saying
just,"between--black 3 and black 2." or "betWeen o and red 1."

97
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*After a few clues of this type have been given; ask:

DO YOU KNOW, EXACTLY WHERE SKIP IS HIDING? (no)

*HY N'OT? (He could be anywhere in the space between
the numbers.)

The'ri,,dire- some clues with longer intervals; e.g. , t-ki.P is
between black 3, black 8" or "blaCk 5, black 2." Here it is
even harder to know just where Skip is hiding since he could
be anywhere between tie ,two clue. numbers.

When the children have had enough practice, choose a
childto be Skip. Heshould choose a hiding place'on the
story map and,whisper it to you.. He-then must give the class
sorne clue as to Skip's hiding plade. He should make it as
hard as possible for the other players to find Skips .- The other
players can ask questloris about Skip's location but these
questions must be answetable by yes or no Suppose ''Skip's"
clue is "I am between red 3 and black 10," The dogcataherS
could ask qUeStions such as "Are you hidingbetween red 3 and
black 7? " or "Are you hiding at blaCk 5? " etc. ," untilthey find
Skip. Many children.should discover efficient types of que-1,,
tions.(to use to find Skip quickly, questions that narrow the lo-
cation do\Nn by stages: ."Is Skip hiding among, the red houses?"
(no) "Is he betvveen 0 and 5 ?" (yes) "Is he between 0 and 3?
etc. Decause,themain purpose of the game is to give prattice
in lod.ating nuniberS on the line, the strategy of finding eifi-
-clent queStionS is jUst,an additional behefif for ilk* children
who may work it Ouethemselves. ..

4
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Lesson 26: MOVES_ ON. THE NUMBER LINE

ActiVities in this lesson should help the Children to learn to _

locate numbers and to count. spaces on the number line with
ease. Combining moves on the number line is similar to addi-
tion with sets in Section 1. For example, when we start at 3

and move 2 spaces in the positive.(greater than) direction, we
have combined the set of 8 unit-paces (between 0 and 3) and
the set of 2 unit spaces (between 3 and 5) to obtain the entire
set of 5 unit-spaces (between 0 and 5).

The ideas of 2', space moves-and the existence of numbers half-
way between the counting number's are introduced.

Some children will be able to give the correct responses -to,

Worksheets 44 and 45 immediately:. -They may go to Lesson
28. Other children who need more praci:Fci:May -benefit
from Lesson 27...

MATERIALS.

9

numerals 0 - 10 (black) and 1 - 3 red). from Lesson 24
.

Worksheets 44 and 45

strips of heavy paper in lengths of I end'/2 number line units -

PROCEDURE

A. Post or draw a number line with.units marked on it similar
in length to those used for. "Skip's Trip." Arrange the num=--

erals in order after choosing a position of 0. 'The location
chosen for the starting point 0 should vary froth' activity_ to
activity to show that it is an arbitrary decision.

It is pr.eferable to stop using the figure of 'Skip now in order
to avoid too much dependence on Skip, and to guide the child
to respond tothe conventional number line.

Ask the class how the number line _has changed. (No Skip or'
houses. The 0 may be shifted, which makes no difference.)
Tell them that they can now use this line of numbers to do
interesting things', just as they did interesting things with
Skip and his street.

4
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Dirdctions and questions similar to the following should nowbe used:

--N4 SOMEONE POINT TO BLACK 3? HOW MANX SPACES
FROM 0 IS IT? (3 in the "greater than" direction)

MOVE '2 MORE SPACES TO THE RIGHT -- IN THE GREATER
THAN DIRECTION. AT WHICH NUMBER ARE YOU NOW? (5)

"HOW MANY UNIT SPACES FROM 0 IS THAT? (5)

Repeat this procedure with other starting points and numbers
of unit spaces. Sometimes. move to the left -- in the wieSs
than" direction. Sometimes start on a red numeral. The chil-dren can take turns giving starting points, spaces to be moved ,and direction..

,4
B. After ffie ciass.understands moves of whole spaces, intro-
ducesomd half-unit mcives. Show the class the 1-,unit stripk of paper. Have a child hold it on the number line to show itis just as long as one unit space. Fold it so it is half as long.

HOW LONG IS THE FOLDED STRIP? unit space)

Cut the strip on the fold. glace the left end of the cut strip
at 0. on the number line.

0 1- 4

WHAT NUMBER IS. AT THE RIGHT 'END OF THE STRIP? (

Mark the end point 1 . Place the left end Of. the strip at I

0 2 3 , 4

WHAT NUMBER IS AT THE RIGHT END OF THE STRIP? (,l 1.)

Place the left end of the cut strip at :1 . N

_WHAT NUMBER IS AT THE RIGHT END'OF THE STRIP? (I)

ido
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Lesson 27: PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES WITH THE NUMBER LINE (OPTIONAL)

.Theattivitiess.in this lesson are designed to reinforce the
child's concept of the number line. .They..shohld be, especially ,

helpful to the child who has trouble ordering the numbers on
the line. Some children will nox need this lesson.

MATERIALS

number line on the floor With step-long
with chalk or masking tape)

individual-number lihas and counters

PROCEDURE

1

intervals (marked.

. 1,

A. Mark 'a number line on the floOr With 9hplk or masking
tape. Have the children close their eyes; and tell them that` ......./.
you are standing on the zero. After-explicitly saying, that
you will move one unit space between marks with each step,
take "loud" steps on the line. Tell the children which'direc-
tion you'.Walk. When you stop, have the childrpnpredipt t
which numeral You are -'on. They then open -their eye, to check
their predictions. , . ,, 00, . <

y .
.

B. -Follow the procedure of -4---except- for starting.,aLnumber_s
. .other than 9. .

. . .,

C. As a variation of either A or B, have children do the walkt.,
ing. They can pretend to be gra-sshoppers, ralRbits,,kangeroos,
etc. . 4 .

. D. Commer 1"track"'games, such as "Chutes and Ladders,")
provide actice in counting spaaes. .

. .

E. Partners play, with each having a s :mall, (about I" unit's)
number line and aounter. One says, for example, "I put my
counter on S apd move 4 in the 'greater than'. direction:. What
number do I land on? How many spacesm I away from 0? "
The other child may use his counter and number fine to find
the answer. The, partners alternate questioning,. Poi each.
correct answer the child can male one 'tally mark..

102
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Lesson -28: LENGTH. OF MINNEBARS ON THE DUMBER LINE

In Lessons 29 and 31 the children will add and subtract with
iilinnebarS on a number line. Before starting these lessons,
they hoLII0 be -abfe to find out how many units 'are on the
side of the bar (without counting) by placing it On a number
line th'at.has units' the same length as those on the bars.
Naturally they could count the Units directly on the bar, but
reading the length on a nambor line emphasizes the relation
between numb.-.,,r and length orr u -number line.

MATERIALS

for each

1 set of Minnebars

I number line having. numerals from 0 to 20 with .1, " spaci
(The numbey line tapes designed. for the addition slide rule
may be useedr number lines may be drlawn on strips of
paper-or on masking tape.)

masking tape

PROdEDURE.

A

EaCh child should have his numl.er.line.taped-at the top of his
desk. One edge of the masking tape should be exactly at the
0, as in this sketch:

The first twenty numerals should be. visible.

103
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Have each child place a 5-unit Minnebar along- his- number
line. The left end of the bar should be at the 0 mark of the
numberline.` Have the children notice that the 5 unit-squares
on the bar correspond exactly to the first 5-unit length on this
number line. Lead them to see that the length of one unit- .

square on the bar is the same as one unit length on this num:-
line. (Other number lines may hav,e ai. fferent length units.)

Ask the children to -turn the Minnebars so the colored sides
are underneath. Ask each child to find a Minnebar whose
length is 6, withOut looking at the colored side. You can
guide them by askin, questions such as, "How can the number
line -help you?" and "Where must you place the left edge of
the bar?" When each child seems to have found his 6'bar,
ask each to hold up-the bar. .

ARE ALL THE BARS THE SAME CII,LOR?
c-

if a child has difficulty in aligning the end of-the- bar with
the 0, &paper clip or similar object can be taped just to the.
left of the 0. Then the bar can be pushed against the barrier.
at 0.

Repeat the lesson with different lengths as often as seems
riece.ssary. You will probably want to leave the numbbr lines
in place for the next lesson,

1 0 LI.

-
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-Lesidn 29: DDING WITH MINNEBARS ON THE NUMBER LINE

In this lesson concrete objects (Minnebars) are used:to show
the addition of numbers. represented .1._)y lengths on the number
line. The children should not be required to memorize the
combinations,

MATERIALS

for each child:

I set of Minnebars

I number line

Worksheet 46

PROCEDURE

Have the number lines taped on the desks as in Le son 28.
Have the Minnebars turned with the colored sides up. Since
all sets of Minnebars are not colored the same, .your bars
may not agree with ttiose referred to here. Simply use the
colors you have.

Introduce the worksheet by going througli 'similar problems
together. Typically you Might spy the.following:

FIND A RED BAR AND A LIGHT GREEN BAR. PLAC-E THEM
END-TO-END ON THE NUMBER.LINE. HOW MANY..,VNITS
LONG ARE THEY TOGETHER? (7)

HOW MANY UNITS LONG IS THE RED BAR? (2)

HOW MANY UNITS LONG IS THE LIGHT :QREEN BAR? (5)

CAN ANYONE WRITE A NUMBER SENTENCE ON HE BOARD
THAT TELLS TWO NAMES FOR THE SUM OF 2 AND. 5 ?
(2 + 5 = 7)

ULl

'to
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When yeti feel the children are ready, tise-MPorksheet.4.6.
Worksheet 46 specifies the colors of the 4irinebars,,to be ,

added. If the children cannot read the color. riames,,,tihOw the
colors with crayon .marks. If sore Children particulary enjoy
this activityc:theY could combine IVI.innebars of their own

s -chciice and write th.eeap-pro-Priate number sentences.

The Train Gaines 4 through 8 from Section 6 should-be useful
at this' time.

ork s ,.t -4 tt
Unit 41 . Name

It l Blua

Rod itl,;(71;

Dark Orange
Green

Blue Black

+

Light 0 tinge
Blue

Light' Red
Green'

+

Orange Red

Dark Red
Green

+

Yellow Light
Green

+ =

t
Light - Yellow
Blue

106' ,
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Lessoh 30: JOINING STRIPS 01' DIFFERZNT LENGTHS ON THE

?: i.e.'NUMBER LINE' .. : . : - ,
. 4

.4,

44 0 '
.4 Every poipton.tlie number line; fiat only tho4pdlats marked

with integers, represents a real number.. ;Thi,is, :q7yavvo real
numbrs can be added, on the number line ii therappr,opriate
lengths can be ocated'. For example, the sub ; "':"

1. 23 + I. 79 = 3;02 could be toutid, a Ithougke. ttiA.procedure
would be almost impossible on a smallsca,16enukolwline,-

;
....),, . .

# , . /-
This ).essal provides .:e. first step towairds.wprking'with num,-

b'ers that are not,countng number -s. ,Paber strips of lengths
. near an integ.ral number of units (vv,hen,meesiured).0e.'given to

the children. They place the strips ;end to,end on the- numhr
I. . .

line arid note that the tetol length i's near an integral number.. of units. This' is all thatAs desired at this stage. r-'
11

. 0
I.

MATERIALS

a

96

Cf

scissors

crayons
014,

Worksheets 47 and 48

U

Worksheet 47 contains a .11.ger-scale number line to be cut
out and used by the, chird on in place of the number line Used
in Lesso'ns 28 and 29 r iis is done so tliat-4110 length of a
strip can lie "neern45, fbr example,. and still have the leagrl)
obviously different from 5. .

'.*
PRQCEDURE

Thd children shod/at:010r and thea cut out t strips pt Work-
-4 sheet '17, 'Slight inacciiracs in the lengths duo to otarial,

catting ability \vitt nainlattkr. 'The number Imes stiould bo.
cut on the dotted line.s. Slippage maylbe.provented by taping
the number lines to the desks.

"6 a

qave the childre.n complete Worksheet 8. They aro..to place
fbdividual strips'ancl combinations of strips on clie number
line and note thy' longths are tl,.?ar nurnix*rs of units.

10'7
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Fer xampie, in the sketch below the combined length of the
strips is "near 4 units."

4
2 3

4

You will need t guide the children through the exercises to
. an extent depen ing on their reactirig, and motor

If certain childreh ':now combinations- sucas 3 -+ 2 =
(which is not tequir d), they-may like to predict that the sumof the red length and k:i,e yellow length will be near S units,
They-should. then lay the strips on the number line and observe
that the total length is,. indeed, near S units.

Worksheet 48
Unit I I , Name

. .itength of blue strip is'near units.

Length of'red strip is near 3 units..

,Their lengell;together is near A units.
c -

. Length oryellow 'strip is near 2-- units.

Length of white strip is near 4 unitS,

l'heirlength together is near 6: units.
, ,

. Length aired strip no 3 units.'

Length of yellow strip is near 2

Their length together
e

5is near uria.

4 Length of white strip is near 4 units.

Length of blue strip as near I- units.
.

. their length together i near units.; 4.

)1081\
it

t.

et
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Lesson 31: SUBTRACTING WITH MINNEBARS ON THE NUMBER LINE, -
This lesson provides an introduction to subtraction on the num-
ber line by the nIknipulation of actual objects (Minnebars) on
the Line. Subtra!tion will be considered more in Unit 137,.
Interpretations of Addition and Subtraction.

MATERIALS.

-z."

_

foreach child:

I set of Minnebars

1 number line

masking ta5e

Worksheet 49

PROCEDURE'

).1-lave the number line's' tapeto.the desks as in Le'ssons 28
and 29. The Minnebars should be placed with.the colored
sides up.

Tell the children that they are now-going: to.:subtract on the..,
number line. 'Ask for suggestions on-how to find the difference
between the length of a black bx- and, the length of a light
green bar.' Probably the clearest arrangement is to place the
longer bar on the number line and to lay the shorter one beside
it with the right edges matching. Then the difference is read
from the number.line at the left edge of the"short bar. This is
illustrated below.

16 e
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The black bar is 4 units less than the light green bar and the
light green bar is 4 units greater than the black bar.

Ask someone to write .the appropriate number sentence on theboard. (5 - 1 =,4)

When the children understand the procedure, have them find
the differences in length.of Minnebars of the colors suggested
on Worksheet 49:

Worksheet 49
Unit. I I Name

Yellow Orange

ikang,e Back

Yellow pecl

Dark Or.ange
Blue

'Purple Dark
Green

Dark Light -

Green .Green
-

P.urple Red

Dark Dark
Blue Greuri

.7!

Dark Yellow
Blue '

'31urple Orange

-

. k.

rQ

60
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SECTION 5 INTRODUCTION OF _NUMERALS THROUGH 99

The lessons in thit section give practice in repeated grouping.,
into'subsets according to d given rule, give an explanation
of.our decimal positional number system-, and introduce the ,

written and spoken numerals through 99 (optional througik999).

BACKGROUND

4

ry

Preceding MINNEIVIAST. units have only used the numbers from
0 to 20. Place value notation has not been introduced: for"

example, H has been written as a symbol for ".fourteen" with-
out commenting about the two separate digits in,the numeral.
Now the concept of place value will be introduced. The Hindu-
Arabic decimal system, the:number system we generally use,
is called a positional number system because the numerical
value of a string of symbol's depends on the relative position
of the symbols in the string.; For example, 325,57235, and 523

. inclica.te different numbers. (This' is-not true in all sys.tems
of nunieratiomthat have been used in the world.).

Writing numbers greater than 9.is probably so familiar. to you
that you hardly realize what a wonderful invention placeyalde
notation was.- Suppose our number system had no place value

-.notation. A.different symbol would ,ha-ve tote invented for
each number (as was done for the numbers'rOin 1 Co 9)". At

,most, We could memorize a few thousand different number
symbols. Imagine the expressions for astronomical, distances
in such a system! Numeration ,systems like that of the Romans
do not require as many different symbdis as,there are numbers --

to represent, but new symbols must be continually introduced
as the numbers represented grow larger. Addition and sub-
traction operations "are less efficient cvith Roman numerals
and multiptication and division operations bepome very com-
plicated. The power and efficiency of place value notation
,:an be appreciated by compurts.pn A ithother notations.

1



When numerals using the decimal place value system are read-Or written, the positions of the digits tell what they Stand fbr.
When .a real number is represented,, the digit to the-extreme-right (before''th decimal; point) rep-resents the number of, ones ",
the nexigit to. the left represents tile number of tens, and.
so 'on. 4'1-his-system uses a zero to Shaw the absence of cer-

.

tain grOupings:::For example, in the= number 3027, there are3' thousands, no hundreds,- 2 tens, and 7 ones. Our 'number
sy:stem i3 said to be a base 10 system because each position,
of, a digit stands for a power of 10. For example, in the num-..
eral 9785, we have 5 one .(or 5 x )-04.is equal to I), 8
tens. (or 8 x 101 = 8 x -10), 7 hundreds (or 7 x 1..02 = 7 x 10 x
and-9 thousands (or 9 x 103 = 9x 10 x 10:0c, 10).

he children should begin to appreciate the power and useful
ness of the place value notation, not merely to learn (by rote)
how to write 'multi -digit Arabic numerals. This is why the.
MINNEMAST approach may appear indirect. We begin by pro-
viding background experience in repeated- grouping (Say,
grouping a -set into sUbiets. of 5,- therrgroiiping fiveofthe sub=sets of live, 'etc.). Trouping-and, recording 6rolips,of-ten-are-
stregsed. These g'roUps are used in the explanation of Noce,.
value. Then the ordinary number words for 20 to 99 are intro-duced. Finally, the abadus is _introduced as to-repre--sent our positional nuirther -system. ,The abacus-will be used
again in.Unit-13.' '-*-

112
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Lesson 3.2: GROUPING GAMES

In this lesson, the children will form_groups accordng'to a"
given rule (e-, g :., form into groups of 2.-.or, by another rule,
form into groups of 3.). -The groups formed are counted,. The

children regroup several times choosing different partners each
time. After a few trial-s the children- should discover the im-
portant fact that the number of gawps formed (froin the same

number of children) depends only on, the rule used-and noton
the particular composition of the groups, This idea is basic
to the grouping activities in.the.remainder of the unit.

PROCEDURE

_

-Have the children play A and B each thlee times.

A.- Game: The Rule of Two .
Have the children move around the room. Tell the children

Y that at a signal '(sucl-1 as a bell) they should find partners to
form pairs-arid stop moving. If an odd number of children are
playing, .a single, child will be left withouta partner. He
should stand alone.. Have,thit child or another one if there-
_is.no child without a-partner) countthe number of pairs and
record iton the chalkboard. The. record might look like the

following:

Rule of Two

12 pairs .-..1 ereftover

, .

. .

Begin the game again with each child moving about alone. At
the signal, have the children form pairs with different children

- than-in the first playing.- Again recOrd_the number of groups.
After a third playing, the children will. probably arrive at the
correct conclusion that if the rules and the ,total number of
players are-left unchanged, the same number of groups will
always be formed.

.1?
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B. G:ame: of Thtee -

Play this game as Game A, except that new groups are:formed
by three children joining hands. The record might look some=
thing like the foll9y.7irigt

Rule of Three

,

8 groups of three I leftover -

A

<.`
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Lesson 33: GROUPING MINNEBARS BY.TWO8 AND THREES

' .

Here the ohldten make repealed groupS With' IViitinebars.accord-
.

ing to a given rule and'count the groups formed. The first rule
-gi.ven-for grouping is that any 2 pieces of the same size: can
beexchanged for one longer piece,that is equivalent in total
number of units .-to the two smaller pieces. When starting with
thirteen I -unit bars, Tthprocess- can -be represented_by
diagram:.

O

EJ '0 C3 L] o milp
I

.

I
S.

V, s
_v

I V "`I

I I

r

The process ends with one 8-unit bar, one 4-unit and pne
I -unit, a total of 13 units: The secorid rule given: calls, for
grouping any 3 pieces °lithe same size.,

These activities"' -have value in providing background forcer=
tarn science' topics and mathematical concepts such as multi-
plication and probaility. However, the immediate applica-
tion -provide backgrourid for Lessonk 35 and 39,in which
grouping by tens leads directly teethe decimal system of num-
eration. , Group's of smaller size tiTe eoiiier to manipulate and
perceiVe Chan the,,iroupS.of 10. Experiedce with them helps
prepare the child "foe'tlioulaiig by tens.

NiArcruAL8

for each child:

.1 box or bag of 1V1innebars

Workshee.ts 50 and 51

'',
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.

A. Have each child place Worksheet 50 and a box of .M-inne-
bars -on his desk. Ail; him toremove the black 1-,unit bars
from the box'and put them on his-desk. (Thereare .13 black
.bars.)

-Nqe111110 children that the-rule for this worksheet Is that any
two small feces of the sarresiiescari traded for one longer.

piece, equivalent in total number of units to the two smaller...
pieces (i. e. ,O.. Doan be. traded for and

1
call be

traded for

--- Each, child then starts trading his unit pieces, for 2-unit bars..
He should put .a pair of 1-:unit bars batk-intO the box, take -

_ out a 2=Att-bar, and place the 2-barin.a column under:the-
(picture Of the 2 -har on the workOeet. He continues as -long
as'he can exchange-pair,s of 1-bars fnr 2- bait, .....

k
. . -

_

,,,.-- Then pairs of 2-bars are traded for 4 -bars. The 47bars shoikld.
Tit 1?-`1.aced'in-e co-lummon theszvorks.tieet undel the picture of -

the 4:-bai-.---1----..:_ , . ..-
, .

...--------

,,,.-Wheti.the 2-7.bars ,,have been paiiet--11e-ttddes a Oil of 'zi..--bars..

for an 8 -bar, rind the 8 -bar is placed b'n the works-heet,

IIc should now rerndVe the'bars from the worksheet -and record
with a tally mark in the proper column the 'number of bas-he
had of that type., The record sheet will look like this if 13
black bars were used:

.

. .P.

(One 8-unit bar and one 4-unit bar and one 1 -unit bar are equi-
valent to thirteen I -unit bars.)

.
Repeat this activity as ditei-TaS you wish, starting with differ-
ont numbers of I -unit bars. .

.
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B. Practise cow-kiting by tens with ,thecias. When they..caW
count 0, 10, 2,0,. etc. , start with a number such .as 2. Ask'
the name foreVe'a;nd 2,,20 and 2, etcr Illustrate on the board
that

0 + 2 = 2
10+ 2= 12
20 + 2.= 22

etc.

Then have'them count aloud 2, 12, 22, 32, 42, and so oft.
. ._ :

C. I\umber Bihgo.- Prepare t6gboard cards similar to the fol-'
lowing: . ..

. ._
. 69

)
24 73 92.: 71'

58 9 17 89. 26,

16 61 35
-,...

12 21 84 44 1

33 52 '13' 76 92

r.

Each card should have a different combination -0.f numerals
from 0 to 9.9,. Each child should have a supply of counters.
Call'obt numerals one'at a time. If a child locates thgiven
numeral on his card, he cover's it with a counter The winner
calls out-BINGO when any,row, column or diagonal is covered.

D. Counting lunch tickets, -.dental cards, book reports, books,
coats, children, etc; , ai-Q all possible situations where the
number names may be reinfoi-ced.

4'
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Lesson 34: THE ONES PLACE AND TENS .PLACE,

This lesson, introduces -the essential concept of place value
our decimal system of numeration; -i. e it will show that,
when 36 is written, it means 3 grodps of ten and 6 ones.

MATERIALS

-for each child;

SO disk counters

5 small paper cups

Work'sheet 52

The small-paper cups
are not necessary,: brit
are suggested to cut
down on the number
dropped counters.

P.ROCEDU.RE
#

A. have each -child plaCe
almost all (about 45) of his
50 counters on his desk
along with his paper cups
and:Vorksheet 52.

A%in

Worksheet 52
Unit I I Name

Write the number of your groups of counters in
4tne boxes.
Complete the sentences.

3.

tens and ones is

tens and - ones is

tens and ones is

Ha.e the children group their counters by tens. You can tell
-them to use the little cups to hold the groups of ten counters
suave stacks of ten fall over easily. Have'the cups cohtain-

.

ing the groups of ten placed to the left of the ungrouped count-
ts. When 011 the groups are made; have the number of groups

of ten and the number of ungrouped single counters recorded
Eh -Cho table on Worksheet '52.. TThe answers will vary because

the children will have different numbers of counters. Jt is
the process that is important, not the "answe'i-." Do riot have
theft; ,:onipiet.r) th -,tit.eri,..!e under the table yet.

118
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Les`son 37: FINDING GROUPS OF ITN ON WORKSHEETS

In this lesson the grouping activities are more abstract. Here
the children are to find sets of ,J0 symbols on a printed page.
They are'," 64,course, unable to physically group these symbols, .

but they'can draw a line enclosing them to,indicate the groups.

MATERIALS

Worksheets 54, 55, and 56

PROCEDURE

Have the children look at Work-
sheet 54. Tell the children that
they'are to show groups (or sets)
of ten by drawing a curve around
each group of 10 x's, and after
wards record the number of tens
anti the number of ones leftovero,A
on lines on the worksheet... They
should then write a "shorter
name for the.--nuraber.

ct

t.

124

,Wov.t.sheet 54
Unit I I Name

X X XXX X X X X X. X X X 7; X

tens and 15ones is

X X X X X X X XXX X X X XX X XX X X X X

2 tens and 2 ones' is 22

x x X XXX X X X X X X x X X X X X X

2 ten's and 4 ones Is 24,

xXxxxxxxxXxXxxx;:xXxxXXxi"X"
x x.x

282_ tens and 8 ones Ls

xxxxxxxxx'xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
x xx

tens and ones i. 30

.ti XX' XX

U t,,ti and- one:. 7

c
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Lesson 35: NUMBER WORDSFROVI 20\TO 99

It is strongly recommended; that Game
now..

1

of Section 6 be started

If the children do not know the words for 20, 30, 40, 50, 60,
70, 8D, al-id 90, they should.. learn them.' If_they have under-
stoOd Lesson 34., they. -should now be able to count with under-
standing tO 99. o ...

. MATERIALS

numeral dards 0; 26T-30, .'.. to 90

for each. child:

tagboard "bingo" ::arils with assorted numerals 0 to.99

counters,

PROCEDURE

The procedure to be followed liere depends greatlyonthe pre-
vious achievenient of the class. If they are able to do Activity
B easily,- they can go to Lesson 36 directly. Perhaps they
will need the. practice -indicated in all activities.,

A. Giv's'llorie of the numeral cards to each of ten children.
Have these ten children order themselves and-t-hen-iia,v,e...th_e
class identify the numerals.' You may have to introduce the
Ild1113S of some numbers. Then stand behind various cards
tiolciers.cit-random and have the children give the appropriate
ndme.

4,1

1.20

j.
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B. Practice counting by tens with,the-frciass'. When they,..caitr

count 0, 1,0, , start with a number s.uch.as 2. Ask.
- 4-9

the name forIrK 4:nd 2,..,20 and 2, etc,- Illustrate on the board
that .

"*.

0 2 = 2

10 2= 12 .4>
20 2,=. 22

I

etc.

Thep Nye:them count aloud2, 12, 22, 32, 42, and so on.
-

C. Numb.er Bkngo.- Prepare tagboard cards similar tp the fol-
lowing:

'

69
)

24 73 92.-: 71,

-58 9 17 89. 26..

16, 0 61 ''35

12 21

33 52 '13' 76 92

.
"

"
- , . . ,f(7.

' .

Each card should have a.diffgrent combination sl).f numerals
from 0 to 9.9,. Each child should have a supply of counters.
CalP'obt numerals one'at a time. If a child locates the given
numeral on his card, he cover's it with a counter.. The winner
calls out"BINGO when any,row, column or diagonal is covered.

D. Counting lunch tigets,...dental cards, 'book reports, books, -

coats, children, etc. , arq all possible situbtions wkere the
number names may be reinfoi-ced.

r.

/
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( Lesson 36: TWO-DIGIT NUMI3ERS ANL COUTERS'

1:

0

0'

, .

°. -
.

Again infthis lessonstlVe children,form subsets of ten counters.
They thkg -exchange a .subset of ten for an equivalent counter
marked with a T. This exchange illirstrales the,idela of tens.
in two digit numbers. .

. . 41 -.,
.

MATERIALS

for each child:

50 paper disk counters'

Worksheet 53

1111' ,PROC'EDU
,.

'Each Aild takes 4 oil his counts and marks both sides of
each,wit, 'FT" Tell them that the_ T mark st&ricisforten.
Have the 6rked counters irfThoxes (or other,crintainer.$) and
the unma d counters on tlie..cl'esks. Tell the children that
this time'wthen a set of I0 Couhters is formed, it should be
exclAgecl for one T-counter, "which worth 10 of the unmarked

...1--ccenters'. Have 'them make Slats of 10, And exchange them
as Tong as they are able. -Ask one or Cw&of the children to
reportqie final-',numberbf counterp:9f each type that he has.

6 1%-dountens; if none of-his original 50
has'been lost.) -Write 4 T's and 6 l's on the b6ard. .

Ask , for suggestions of another : way to iivrite.the numbei- of count--

ers represented by 4 T-counters. (40) Write 40 under the 4
T's board, Ask, for suggestions of a s'qnbol.to use for-
the "and" in,the T expression. (-1-) Write under the -"and" 4°
and write in the 6'. Ask for and write another name for this
sum., (46) .They may need to recall' how they wrote' similar
numerals in lesson 35; e; ge. , 4 tens and 6. ones iS 46: The
form ..c,n' the board should now be:

4

aw---

r

S.

4 T' s and 6 s
40 + 6"- 4

12.2

vo,
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.0* Each,child' should put the T-counters back`rn-the box along
with a few of the unmarked counters. The other unmarked
counters should be on his desk. Ho should then repeat,the
procedure three times with _differet numbers;c.'recfOrding his
results on Worksheet 55. .
Once again, different numbers will be recorded on the work-
sheets. You should see that the children understand the pro-
cess, but it is not necessary to check the accuracy of the
counting of the groups ofAten.

c.

Pe

e

Worksheet
Utht I I Name

I . I hod Tts and ones.

Or %

-

2. I had T's and z ones. '

Or -

3. I had T's and

I or

ones.

:r

.
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Les'son 37: FINDING GROUPS OF TEN ON WORKSHEETS

In this lesson the grouping activities are more abstract. HeFe
the children are to find sets Of JO symbols ona Printed page.
They are; '64,course, unable to physitally group these symbols,
but they'can draw a line enclosing them to indicate the groups.

MATERIALS

Worksheets 54, 55, and 56

PROCEDURE

Have the children look at Work-
sheet 54. Tell the children that
they-are to show groups (or sets)
of ten by drawing a curve around
each group of 10 x's, and after=
wards record the number of tens
rind the number of ones leftovert',..
on lines on the worksheet... They
should then write a "shorter
name" for thenum.bar.

124.

4

_Wor.1;sheet 54 s .

Unit I I Natne

X X X X X XXX XXXX X X X

1 ^ tens and c"- ones is 15 .
.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx;xxxx
2 tons and 2 one ,, 22

XXA <XX XX XXXXX XXX XXXXX XXX
r

2 .)
tons and 4 ones is 24

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.x
X xx IF

al'id 8 ()nos i.. 28 ".2 tens

_

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxx x.

tens and . U ones is 30 .,...,_3
.

,..:xxxx
.

U 7 7-tell, and. (>11(., I'' .

113
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On Worksheets155 and 56 the objects have already been grouped
by tens to avoid confusing the children in counting. Here they
also are to record the number of groups of tens and the ones
on the lines and write the ',;;shorter name."

Worksheet 55 . .
Unit I I Name

)( ?( X )(,, X )0(
y., X I. X )1'x

Y, , )4 >Oil_

X- X x.. 4 r
tens and ..3 ones

y-x
X T%1 )4.24. alge

is- 53 .

>Q< sA
)1- A 1())44

74 7( .X
AX .24

tens

x.A.
))) 79(

A.1($ xxx xxx
)0c): AX xx

3C 1. A " A )(,)c:x. ;c7;4)( X
Ao 4- >4 ?< X XrncX X Xx

and ones is 81

X
S: X K A

*)L' )4 V>(< X IL?°'.C:( 7( x'

3 tens and 5 ones is 35 '
. ..

>c.-.-/- X --/-704X XXX
74 74. 7-4. X X X '74",, /... >4 XXXX

1- )1- XXXX r- ,C. X xx

4 tens and 0 ones is 40
, .

_ ..

. 114

e.

IWorksheet 56
Unit I I Name

.

25
...

2 tens and ones is 2b

00000 00 000 0000000 00000
7 tens and 5 ones is 75

0,0 ';,.(1::,.

3 tens

4`Trigff::*....,,,-

and 8 ones. is

13'

38: c.1

5
*MA* *

4 tens and v ones is 45 .

125
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Lesson 38: PENNY, NICKEL, AND .QUARTER GAME

In this lesson the children use play money. They form sets of
5 pennies and exchange for equivalent nickels. Sets of 5
nickels are formed and exchanged for equivalent quarters.

In additioh to the experiences with common units of Money,
the activities here provide practice in grouping and ex-
changing equivalent sets.

MATERIALS

oney for each child:

50 pe nies

1 0 nickel

2 quarters'
. .

.tor play pennies t e paper counters can be used. Play
nickels or quarters ari be heavy disks of a different size or
color, poker chips, mmerciar"play money, etc.

\-PROCEbURE'

Divide your cla'ss into groves of 6 to 10 children. Choose two.
children to be bankers for"ea h group. Each hes a desk or
table as a bank. Banker #1' h s two boxes at his bank. One
is initially empty and one contains all the nicRels. Banker#2
also has twoboxes, one contain \ng all the quarters and the
other empty.

Give each of the other children fifty envies and a slip of paper
with a numeral on it. (Use various n merals from 41 to 49.)
Each child places beside the paper th number of cents (or
pennies) indicated on the pa"per. The r le is that the child
should exchange his pennies until he obtains the fewest pos-
sible number of coins. Tell the childrerOthat they may ex-
change5 pennies for 1 nickel at the: first 4,nk and 5 nickels
for 1 quarter at the second bank. Let them devise their own
procedures.

128
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When they ha,ve finished, check the results. The children
then exchange their nickels .and'quarters so that at the end of

-the.game each child gets back his original number of paper
disk counters.

Fks

'To give more interest to the game, you may suggest that ,the
slip of paper is a bill that the child. must pay_ to receive a
prize (such as a star), a snack, or a, treat: The bill and money
can be presented to you at the "store" (your desk).

Another. variation is to have the Stips of paper represent tickets
that must be paid for before tl:le child can go on a trip (to the
playground or lunch room, for example).

116
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Lesson 39: THE HUNDREDS PLACE (OPTIONAL)
c3. .This lesson extends the concept of place value to the hundreds

place. Yo"u°may use the lesson if you feel that your-children
are ready for it. If a child masters the ideas in thistlesson,
he will be able to use with understanding numbers to 999,
Some children will independently extend the concept to thou--
sands, ten thousands, etc.

MATERIALS

for eachch,phild:

50 or more counters. (paper
disks)

5 or more small paper cups

for each, group d 3 or 4 Children:

a shallow tray or box top, as
afrom a Midnebar box

Worksheet 57

PROCEDURE

The children will work in groups
of 3 or 4.

Have each child place almost
all Of his counters (about 45)
on his desk along with his paper
cups and Worksheet 57., Each
child should begin by grouping
his own counters by tens, plac-
ing each set of ten in a paper cup. After this has been done,
-each small groupsof Children should combine their counters.
First they should see there are enough single counters to
make more -groups of ten. Next, they should make a second
grouping by tens, i.e. , form groups of IQ tens. A converiient,
way to make this grouping is to plac,,e 10 cups eachKcontaining
10 counters in a box lid, or similartiray, to keep them together.

Worksheet 57
Unit I I Name

Write the number of youroroups of counters in
the boxes.
Complete the sentences.

hundreds anti. tens and ones

is .

hundreds and

is

tens and _ones

126
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Each child should record on Worksheet'57, )41, the number of
ungrouped counters, the number' of groups,Of ten, and the num-
ber of groups of 10 tens that his group of children has formed.

Ask for a ,volunteer to tell another name for ','10 tens." If the
Oea of 10 tens being one hundred is new or difficultfor the
4hildr,=:(1, you should take time here to' reinforce this idea:
For example, you could draw an array of 10:rows of 10 objects
each. The children could then count the one hundred objects.

The sentence under the table in %I should now be completed.
Explain that in writing' numerals for numbers over one hundrd
we use three digits. The hundreds place is to the left of the
ten's place.

Repeat this activity with different numbers of counters. for #2
on.the worksheet.,

.
.

411/

-11)
fib

r-
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Lesson 40: REPRESENTING,NUMBERS ON AN ABACUS

'The abacus has been used in various forms for centuries as a,
physical device'for recording numbers. It is, still a convenient
and useful tool and can be used for many quite complicated

-mathemAical tasks. It will be used in later MINNEMAST ma-
terials tc illustrate addition and subtraction operations. Here
the children will us6Pit primarily as another concrete represen-
tation of numbers up to one hundred.

An abacus should be evadable for the children to experi-
ment with before any formal presentation *c. made.

MATERIALS

abacus

about 15 objects for the flannel board

Worksheets 58 and 59

FROCED,URE

A. Show the children 5 or 6 of the objects, and tell them that
they will be counting them. Place the cleared abacus where
the class can see it. Have one child move one bead into the
column on his right for each object as it is counted. Have the

.1child moving the beads report the number of beads he moved
into the column.

Display 14 objects. Repeat the above procedure. Ask- how
they should proceed Iter the ninth object. Lead them to sug-

-gest using the next column to show the groups of ten.' They
- should see this easily after .their other work with grouping.

(If you have a 20 bead abacus, it is possible to have 14 beads -
in the-firs,t column.. This is correct, as an intermediate step.
However, it is wise to have the children realize that to agree
with conventional. notation only nine beads can be in any col-t,
umn. Perhaps explain that if there are many more than' nine
beads in any one column, it becomes confusing to,tall the num-
ber of beads.)

Repeat with diffLrant numbers of objects for practice.

13s

C.
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B. The children should now be ready for reading a number fro
,ain abacus. Show the children an abacus with 3 bead's in the
tight hand_column. arid 2 beads,in the next column. Have/o'ne
Child write the num6er teds and the number of ones ori the
boarc (2 tens and 3 ones). Have another child write the num-

/ eral in the decimal s'y'stem (23).

Repeat this activity with other,numbers as often as you feel i,s`

necesscary.-

C. Have the class do Worksheets 58 and 59..

Worksheet 58
Unit 11 Name

Name d^/number shown by the beads on the
abacus in each picture.

r-- r.

3 tens + '9 ones= 39

'120

Worksheet 59
Unit 1 1 Name

Name the number shown.by the beads on the
abacus in each picture.,

"

Ii\%

8 tehs + 2 ones = 82
,-, ty

6 tens + 4 ones = 64

2 tens + 8, ones = 28



SECTION 6 SUPPLEMENTARY GAMES

There are many mathematical concepts to which young chil-
dren can and should be exposed. Some of these include prop-
erties of numbers, commutativity of-addition, and principle's
of numeration. They 'should meet these concepts in many con-
texts. One is the more formal, structured situatiop des&ibed
in the preceding lessdns. Another very fruitful one is the game
situation. Games 'can be introduced at the apprOpriate time
in the formal presentation and then played and expanded (pre-
ferably by the children) throughput the year.

The games described here should be regarded as skeletons for
similar games. ;r`They should probably be- introduced to small
groups of children at a time'. Use the games according to the
children's needs and interests.

2 I
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. Game A: TRAINS

The various train games described here are designed to develop
spa-tial relatioils hips., develop an intuitive concept of length,
and present addition concepts within a hew embodiment.

-

MATERIALS

Minnebars
i.

deck of cards with numerals 1 to '30

PROCEDURE

The children= will have had many opportunities through-the
year to play, with the Minnebdrs. They will match the bars;
build towers, trains, buildings, roads or patterns; and' develop
their own activities. Let them make up -stories to go with their
designs. The Minnebars should be left in a place'eaSily acces-
sible to the children for use during free time. Encourage free
activity as well as the followirm structured situations.

2. Have children work in groups, of three or four. Each group
should have three or four sets of Minnebars. Tell each child
to take a handful of Minnebars and tO build a train with it.
Ask questions of each group concerning such things as which
.train is the longest and how they can be sure, and what kinds
-of cars each train has. The- purpose here is not only to broaden
the child's concept of length and addition but also to widen
his investigation cf .the train he built.

3. With the children working in pairs, ask one child to pick
up a set of Minnebars. The other is then to take a different
set of bars that have the same number of units altogether.
There are a variety of ways for the child to-find out if he ha's
the same number of units., including'matching colors by one-to-
one correspondenc"..er laying out' one set of Minnebars end
to end and cons tiaucting another train of the same length,

133
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4. !Tape a number line with the same spacing as the Minnebarsto the floor or a counter top. Ask the children to build trains'along this number line. FirSt, have them line up the rear end
of the caboose at 0 and build :cli....erent length trains. Havethem give the train the. name of the p t on the nuinber- line
reached by the front of the engine.

-5. After a child has built a train', ask him to rearrange .thepieces so that the Minnebars of equivalent size are groupedtogether. This set could be rearranged this way:

. .

I / I , /

dJ

6. Each child should start with one set of Minnebars. Havethe child build a train With any combination of Minnebars.After his partner has removed some of the cars, he is to putother cars in their place so that° the train doesn't become loiteror shorter: A 'car cannot be replaced with the ,same type of car.For example, a 5-unit car might be replaced by a 3 -unit carand a-2 -unit car. .

Some poSsible expansions and variations of
L

are:

A. The "changer" might try to use as many bars as possible
in each substitution. For example:

13 I V3
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B. The "changer" might try toreplac e. the cars in such a way
that the total train has as few pieces as possible.

7. P.repare.a deck of index cards numbered 1-30., For individ-
ual play, the child would drew a card and build a train of that
length. For a pair of children, have one child draw a card and'.
both children build trains of that length. The. two children can
race to see who Can build his train first.

8. Have the children line up a train on a number line and then
move it so that the -ear end of the caboose is at any numeral
(e.g., 3). They should notice at ,which numeral-the front end
of the engine stops. Have them move the same train several
times, noting the positions of the caboose and the engine after
each move. Have them describe their train -i-n-this -kvay:

Rear of Caboose
moves to "°

Front of Engine
moves to

3 12

8 17
6 15

'I 10

9
4

9,. One child builds a train while his partner.is not looking.
The builder makes a record of his train and takes it apart.
He thel'i gives the record ,to his tirtner who rebuilds the train.

The record could be a s ies of appropriately colored crayon
marks or a series of numerals to designate the length, e.g.,
orange + yellow + dark gr4'en+ light blue + dark blue, br
3+ -4 -II 6+7+ 8. .

135.
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Encourage a child thisee ho 'w many trains of different
43, lengths he can build using only blocks of one color., He should

compare the lengths of the trains b oting the number of units
in each train. He might eCord the.se trai in the following. °
manner,:

Blue Trains (usinT4-unit Minnebars)

Number of earsx-

1

2

3

4

5

Length of Train

8'
12
16
20

This recording. may be done in any similar manner.,

11 Have a child build a train and record tr-number names of
the cars in his train.

.

I

i.

Then he is to rearrange the train with equivalent cars together.

2 +2
A-

:ASk how this could be written in a shorter form, and, if neces-
sary, suggest the way by saying that there are 3 cars of 2 .

units each, dt. .
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1
12. Encourage the children} .to find various names for describ-',
ing "the-number.pf units in the same length train, as shown
below. Have>them build trains., rearrange them and record..

-`.; ' long name .

3+ 2+ 14-4+ 5+2+2 '

24- 24:2+ 3+ *4+ 5+ I

3 (2),i 3+ 4+ 5+ I

short name,

.- H 3 . 'After, activity47.1 2, have substitute longer cars'
..- . , .::,

. .. .for two'or more smaller pieces so that the train remains the
same latigth'. ?hey,sThQuld record these .its the same way.

. : , t, I ..' r , . ,
N

Child 0

,x,.. ...

.. .

sirbstitutes:". Cars in Train, Long .Name Short Name
, .

' s'
- .- -.:

6^ :. 3+2+ 1+ 44-'6+ I 1 7 I
. .-- -so - .

11, o:- . . .
.: t 5 fgr 3+ 2 5 " 5+ 1+4+6+ 1 '-' 17

- 1'0, fo'fo'r' 5+ 1+4 3 I 0+6+ I o 17

t

I 4 t
A,

1

.
4, I*
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Game B: -EXCHANGING GAME

This game reinforces the idea that rnUai-digit numerals repre-
sent a great many pries or units. The game should be started
soon,after Lesson 34. It will continue for up to three months.

MATERIALS

many small slips of paper

locomotive and 3-cars cut from colored construction paper
The last-car should be labeled "Sets of l's," the next car
"Sets of10's," and the car just behin"d the locomotive
'Sets of IOU's. ", The cars should be pasted around three
edges to a sturdy cardboard backing, and left open at the
tops. so that they form pockets.

e

PROCEDURE

C

There are many desirable activities that you might want tokeep truck of for each child. Among these might be: reading.. a book, being on time for schoOl, doing a homework assign-
ment, bringing back a note sent home. Choose one or a com-
oination of these that ydu expect each child to have done atleast 50 times in three months.

Each time a child does the activity you are recording, give him,
a small slip of paper ATIth his. name on it and have him put his
slip in the one's car (caboose) of the train. He should fastenall his slips together vvith\a rubber band or paper, clip. When
tie has 10 "passengers" in the caboose, he can exchange the10 slips for a slip of a different color, the I0 -slip. This dif2ferent colored slip is put into the tens car. The child con-
tinues to collect slips for the ones car until he has 10 morethat he can exchange for a 10-slip. Ten of the 10-slips can
be exchanged, when they accumulate, for a slip of a thirdcolor, the 100-slip, which goes in the hundreds car.

127
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Meanwhile, you keep all the bundles of slips that the children
have' exchanged. At the end of the playing time (perrhaps
three months), reverse the Procedure. Call in all 100-slips
and provide 10-slips in their stead. Finally, have the chil-
dren.exchange the 10-slips for slips of the original color (10
for each 10-slip).

Before the final exchange, the children should predict how
ma'ny slips they will have altogether after the exchange. Have
them check their prediction by counting slips that they hold
at last.
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Game C: BUILDINGS

Thesegames are designed to develop spatial relationships,
present addition concepts within a new embodimesnt, and intro-
duce the concept of scale drawing.

MATERIALS

Minnebars

graph paper

PROCEDURE

A. For the first day'or two, allow the. children to construct,
"buildings" (vertical arrangemehts) by stacking Minnebars.
They may build one-legged buildings, two legged buildings,

or multi-legged ones. It will be a challenge to make multi=
legged buildings stand up. The children will soon discover
that the cross pieces may not always be horizontal and that,
in order to make them so, wood must be added to the shorter
leg.

The children will find they can build more varied buildings by
constructing them flat on their desks and pretending they are
standing. The problem of making them stand limits the pat-
terns. Encourage flat building for the.next activity.
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B. After a child has leveled a building, ask' him to keep a
record of his building on graph paper.

Give each child a sheet of graph paper and ask him to make a
picture of his building ,by using one square on the paper to repre-
sent one unit On the Minnebars. The record might look like
this:
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